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I HAVE LOVED DOING THIS PROJECT AND I AM 
SO GRATEFUL TO HAVE SHARED THE YEAR 
WITH JO, LIN, MONIKA AND PATRICK.

READING YOUR ‘3 GOOD THINGS’ EACH WEEK 
MADE ME SMILE, LAUGH AND AT TIMES EVEN 
PUT TEARS IN MY EYES. 

I HOPE YOU ENJOY LOOKING BACK OVER YOUR 
CAPTURED MOMENTS :-)
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LITTLE INSPIRATIONS



Happiness is a skill, it needs to be cultivated. Just like we should regularly exercise our minds and body, we also need 
to regularly practice happiness. 50% of our happiness is genetic, we all know people who are naturally morose or 
‘happy clappy’ - you know, those people who make good children’s TV presenters. 

Just 10% of happiness is our circumstances, what job we have, what money we make, where we live and social 
status. It is ironic these are the smallest contributors to happiness, when we are taught that these are the things we 
should focus on if we want to be happy. 

The remaining 40% of our happiness is created by intentional activity. Studies consistently show that reminding      
ourselves of the good things that happen each week and noting them down means we end up happier, more satisfied 
with our lives and optimistic about the future.

Foreword



It can be hard to keep a routine of writing our happy moments. So at the beginning of 2015 along with a few others I started 
an on-line project that five of us continued throughout the year. Each week we would share 3 good things and I would email 
some ‘little inspiration’ tips to get the happiness juices flowing. 

As you can imagine over the course of a year each of us had a challenging time at some point. So occasionally some people 
missed a week when life was busy or they were going through a difficult time or heartbreaking event. It is important to        
acknowledge feelings of sadness, grief or anger and to sit with them for a while as all feelings are valid. The key though is not 
to allow them to become all consuming as they will ultimately lead to negative effects on health and wellbeing. Once you have 
given yourself some space, begin to look for those tiny moments of joy again to keep a little bit of light flickering in the      
darkness. Speaking for myself, when I was going through bad patches and having to dig a bit deeper to find my 3 things - 
reading everyone else’s good news, really lifted my spirits and gave me a boost.

I wanted to bring together all the captured moments in a book so we could look back over the year. And it occurred to me that 
maybe it would bring a smile to others too. So here it is, a little e-book of captured moments, peppered with quotes and 50 
little pieces of inspiration. 

The ‘3 good things’ entries are not placed in any particular order, I simply noted them the order that I received each persons. 



CHAPTER 1

January

January can be a bit of a doom and gloom 
month, lacklustre in the aftermath of the 
shininess of Christmas. A little less 
money, windy weather and yet we had 
some great moments!



WEEK 1

Happy moments don’t have to be big things - a smile off a 
stranger, someone holding the door open, letting you into 
traffic. Small but not insignificant. 

• Surprised to come home from work on New Years Eve to find my poorly other half had cooked us a lovely 
supper.

• Writing down things that we wanted ‘to let go’ and burning them on a little fire outside, one refused to 
burn and we had a hilarious time getting covered in smoke trying to poke it back into the fire.

• American pancakes, bacon and maple syrup for New Years Day breakfast.

• So happy that my washing machine and dryer survived constant use after my daughter came to stay over 
Christmas and brought back the entire contents of her wardrobe to launder.

• Spending New Years Day curled up in bed, looking back over 2014 and setting intentions for 2015.

• Getting some new walking boots, they make me feel like I am walking on air.

• Attending two blissful yoga workshops.

• Acknowledgement that I need to be kinder to myself.

    



• Taking the deccies down.

• Having lots of candles on where the fireplace should be, all snug on 
the sofa watching a film but kept glimpsing up to see the family      
photos that have now been framed and I am so pleased with them.

• Going to Formby Beach on Friday with the kids - very windy but it    
always feels great to be by the sea!

• Went to the Lowry last night and saw the Aeolian light display which 
was enjoyed by all three of us. They were beautiful; magical how the 
colours slowly changed.

• Surprise for my parents and mother-in-law, we have bought them 
flight tickets to come and see us for my daughters 2nd birthday this 
September BUT they won’t find out until they get their cards for 
nanna’s and granddad’s day. 

• Making a ‘to do in 2015’ list - eeehhh that was a challenge as I have 
so many ideas but managed to get them down to 15 only hehehe :-)

• Morning walk in the park with my daughter and dog, cold but sunny, it 
was great watching my little one being very steady on her feet now. 
She managed really well to walk from home and back.

“Some think it’s holding on 
that makes one strong,      
sometimes it’s letting go.” 

- Sylvia Robinson



IF...

• You feel you ate and drank too much. 

• You felt Christmas wasn't as perfect as you'd have liked.

• You're feeling under pressure to set goals and create 'a new you'.

• You were heartbroken that loved ones weren't able to be with you.

• Your boiler, car, fridge-freezer or oven broke and you burst into 
tears.

• You got miffed when unexpected guests arrived and you needed to 
relax.

• You got stressed, ended up sniping at people or having a family   
argument. 

• You’re feeling miserable because you are exhausted, even though 
you had a good time.

LET GO of the guilt, all of these are common occurrences over the 
festive season...

We can spend a lot of time organising things in the run up to     
Christmas, which can lead to us becoming stressed and tired, then 
upset if things don't go as planned. 

It is a time when alcohol is flowing too freely and food is in         
abundance, so our bodies can become uncomfortable.

Partying and late nights can cause us to become exhausted, irritable 
and loose lipped, leading to arguments. 

Emotions and feelings of loss can often be magnified and feel raw. 

Having blended families means our children may have celebrated 
without us. And in a 24 hour society, some people might have found 
themselves working.

With bare trees, cold temperatures and shortened 
days winter is a time for a slower pace, hibernation 
and renewal. 

However our festive celebrations encourage lots of 
activity, overindulgence, late nights and can also be 
stressful. Leading us into a New Year with a less 
than positive mind.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 
LET GO



Winter can often result in boiler and car trouble and overworked     
appliances give up the ghost. Stressful at anytime but more so when 
finances are tight because of Christmas expenditure and the difficulty 
in organising replacements/ repairs at this time of year. 

Then a magazine drops through the mailbox, your email is pinging 
and/or your social media news feed is buzzing. All with articles 
screaming 'New Year, New You', just as you are feeling stressed,    
uncomfortable, miserable, tired and quite frankly not your best. 

This can lead to the beginning of a New Year slump, the writing of a 
resolution list, signing up to the gym, pouring the last of the alcohol 
down the sink and binning half eaten boxes of chocolates and 
Pringles (or having one last binge, after all we don't like to waste 
things). 

Trying to make lots of big changes at the beginning of the year is   
setting yourself up for failure. Instead be kind to yourself and simply 
set yourself intentions that you can work towards throughout the 
year. 

AND REMEMBER YOU CAN 'JUST BE'...

Get off the treadmill of achievement for a while. Enjoy the life you 
are in and see what it serendipitously brings.

GET IN TUNE WITH THE SEASON...

Begin to ease yourself into the New Year, go at the slower pace     
winter requires. 

Start eating simple nutritious warming foods such as soups,         
omelettes, jacket potatoes, risottos, roasted chicken, oven baked fish 
and root vegetables.

If you want an extra boost of vitamins have a juice but mix fruits with 
vegetables such as carrot and apple. DON'T do juice only diets, they 
are high in carbs and sugar plus lack protein and fibre. Which can 
cause blood sugar spikes and leave you feeling hungry. 

Wrap up and go for a walk, the gentle exercise, fresh air and vitamin 
D will give you a boost. 

Talk over stressors with a friend, two heads are better than one so 
you may uncover a great solution. 

PHYSICALLY LET GO...

Buy a pack of balloons, blow your negative issues into them - feelings 
and thoughts that built up in December that aren't self nurturing, tie 
the balloons up, then write the issues onto them. Once you've let it 
all out and are surrounded by colourful balloons pop them one by 
one.



Or

Write each issue on a colourful bit of paper and fold, when you have 
finished throw them one at a time onto a fire. It is easy to build one 
with some wood in your BBQ.

Taking these steps should help you to release some negative        
emotions and quieten pessimistic inner dialogue. Reflect on your 3 
happy festive moments and start to build on these. 

We are hard wired to focus on negatives, so in replaying our        
highlights we begin to remember other moments that may have at 
first seemed inconsequential. 

WANT TO TAKE IT FURTHER?

Reflect on the months leading up to December, have there been 
things that accumulated through the year that you also want to let go 
of? 

Repeat the letting go process and focus on 3 big things that made 
you really happy in this year, then again start honing in on the small 
things to begin the journey towards feeling renewed, happier and 
lighter as you let go of this last year and move towards the next. 



WEEK 2

• I found a solution to a problem.

• Arrival of first glossy magazine of the year.

• Joy that the scales are headed in the right direction.

• Whilst walking my pooch a group of easy 70+ folk cycled past me being led by a guy in a high vis jacket who 
was easy 80+ and it really made me smile!

• Lightening my candles at home and being very eternally grateful for the roof over my head. I love my humble 
abode.

• Sleep. I have needed it this week!

• Walking in the rain.

• A lovely catch up with my next door neighbour.

• Completing a linguistic task in an area that I use to find difficult. It has shown me that although the journey is 
slow, I am making progress.

• Project ‘Declutter the house in 2015’ has begun - putting away Xmas decorations and going up into the loft 
made us clean that area. I got vacuum bags from my Mum for Xmas and I used them for my daughters baby 
clothes and got lots of space! Also we got rid of some other stuff and empty boxes and after 3 hours work we 
have got a nice organised clean loft!



• First weekend together – My husbands and mine shifts have been 
changed and now we are able to spend weekends together - first 
time since 2012!!! (not including holidays etc). And my lovely       
husband let me stay in bed until 9.30am today while he was looking 
after our daughter!!! Yeayy!!! I honestly cannot remember having my 
last lie-in!!!! I felt so energised when I got up!!! Ahhh!!!!! 

• My little jar of happiness! - I finally got to make my little jar of      
happiness. I loved decorating it and now have no excuse - have to 
put my little happy things in it!!! And taking photos of it has kicked 
off my other project for 2015 called ‘365 project’, where you take a 
photo every day for 365 days!!! I tried it 2 years ago but failed to 
complete it but not this time!

• Meeting my second mum for lunch and chatting away for a few 
hours.

• Visiting my parents and seeing my niece and nephew. Then all the 
playing a (near) civilised game of frustration (bearing in mind they 
are ages 3, 4 and 5!).

• Visiting friends who have recently moved back up North. Great      
afternoon catching up and the children playing so well together,     
especially as having only met when they were babies. Also their 2 
year old kept calling me “Darling!” And giving me gorgeous cuddles. 

“If you want to be 
happy, be.” 

- Leo Tolstoy 



Make some time to play this week and get your hands on a child's puzzle 
book - play dot to dot, do the word search or spot the difference. You can 
even do a spot of colouring in. Don't get an adults one, the purpose of this 
exercise is to relax,  loose yourself, have fun and not stretch the mind too 
much. 

Play should be done for its own sake, just to give you pleasure and time 
out. As well as being good for your wellbeing, the down time allows your 
mind to rest and you will suddenly find yourself becoming more inspired 
and finding solutions to problems. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 
PLAY



WEEK 3

• Ran at lunch with my friend, I was leading the whole 3.7 miles and we ended up running at our best time! We 
even ran one mile in 7.37 mins :-) I felt really strong and really pleased with what we had achieved.

• Driving my youngest to school with the sun shining, passing open fields and frost on the ground - beautiful!

• My daughter buying me chocolate - just because :-)

• Having time for myself! Yes! I have finally managed to find time only for myself and I spent it in the gym, two 
long 2 hour sessions!!! Ohh - I felt fab afterwards!!! I felt like I have done something really good for myself, 
really healthy and motivating. I was sore all over for a couple of days but it felt good :-)

• Seeing my husband happy - he got his new motorbike - his dream come true Kawasaki Ninja. Well after his 
last accident on a motorbike I am a tiny bit worried about him but I trust he has learnt from his mistakes and 
he will be even more careful.

• Sainsbury's vouchers worth £25!!! Great help from the supermarket to send them when we need financial help 
after Xmas spending craziness!!! :-)

• Seeing lots of new people taking up yoga - it just warms my heart!

• My Mum laughing for the first time in just over a year [after the death of my Dad].

• Simple gratitude and practising it on a daily basis.

• Homemade cottage pie!



• My other half being ill in bed and when I came up for the night, just 
touching me with their foot. Such a sweet gesture when there was no 
energy for words.

• A friend unexpectedly helping me out collating information for a    
problem I had, turning up and going through the options - a lovely 
thoughtful surprise.

• My daughter coming home for the weekend and us doing nothing but 
relaxing and chatting - much needed R&R for us both.

• Laughing until tears were rolling down cheeks.

• Yoga.

“One must first dare to care 
for oneself  first, so that one 
can then dare to care for 
someone else.” 

- Maya Angelou



10 REASONS TO MEDITATE...

• Quick mood fixes will lessen.

• We feel better towards others.

• Immune system is boosted.

• Helps us live in the moment.

• There is an increase of self-worth.

• Reduces the chances of feeling depressed.

• Difficult situations become easier to deal with.

• Lowers tension, stress and negative emotions.

• There is an increase in mental focus, alertness and creativity. 

• Controlling our minds helps us to become more centred and creates  
mental peace, in turn boosting our mood and happiness.

At first people can find mediation frustrating or boring, which is normal 
until the mind becomes practiced in becoming focussed. People also 
say they find it difficult to clear their mind, however the aim is not to 
stop thought altogether but merely to lull the mind by focussing      
completely on one thing - the object of meditation, which then puts 
worry and anxiety to one side for a while.

There are many meditations techniques and it is good to experiment 
with different ones for a few weeks until you find one that suits you. 
When undertaking a meditation session, find a position in which you 
are warm and comfortable. Breath rhythmically through your nostrils, 
at your normal rate. Don't force yourself to breathe more deeply or 
slowly than usual, this will develop naturally as you sink into your   
meditation. 

Our minds naturally jump from thought to thought, it is an ingrained 
habit and it can take time to learn how to slow the mind. When 
thoughts intrude on our meditation, we should simply acknowledge it, 
dismiss it and renew our attention on the object of our meditation. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS  - 
MEDITATION

Meditation is ‘me-time’ in its purest 
form, allowing you to just ‘be’. 

Plus there is scientific evidence that it 
improves health and wellbeing.



FOUR GOOD STARTER MEDITATIONS...

• Breathing. Focus on the sensation of your breath as it enters and 
leaves the nostrils (this is the object of your meditation) remain  
singularly focussed on the breath. Here’s a five minute meditation 
to get you started >>

• Visual. A good meditation for those who think in pictures. Pick an 
object to meditate on such as a candle, flower or mandala and 
place it at eye level about a metre away from your face. Focus your 
attention on the object and become absorbed in what you are   
looking at. After 2-3 minutes close your eyes and visualise the    
object in your minds eye. When the image fades open your eyes 
and    begin the process again until your timed session is complete. 
As you become more practiced you will be able to retain the image 
for longer periods. 

• Audio. Find a neutral sound to become your focus of meditation - 
ticking of a clock, chime of bells, sound of water, bird song. You can 
also opt for a guided meditation either with a teacher or app/CD. 

• Mantras. A word or phrase that is repeated over and over again, 
either out loud or silently. They resonate with different levels of   
energy. As a mantra is repeated the focus is on words, so ensure 
you choose something positive and that sits right with you. Once 
you have chosen a mantra, stick with it throughout your meditation 
sessions, over time you will find in moments of stress repeating 
your mantra silently will induce feelings of calm.

http://vimeo.com/145529426
http://vimeo.com/145529426


WEEK 4

• “Adventure before Dementia” not a great photo but as I do massages in care homes, seeing this on a trailer on 
my canal walk yesterday made me think ‘FAB!’ and I had to take a snap.

• Feeling healthy and energised after being ill for four weeks.

• After having a car for 22 years, deciding to give it up and explore my world by bus.

• A successful day of meal preps to set me up for the week!

• My son getting through for tickets to land festival in Germany.

• A weekend of mainly ‘me time’.

• My husband’s birthday – he loved his personalised gift that matches his interest and I also enjoyed baking a 
cake for him and of course eating it after (yep, diet has gone “kaput” for couple of days) hehe.

• Feeling healthy – not a big thing and not something I appreciate on daily basis until something happens. My 
upper and lower back have been playing up for couple of weeks now and this week I have started really       
suffering from the pain. I had to go to GP to get the pain relief and was sent away with a referral for an        
X-ray, so it is not as good as I thought it would be. It got me thinking though and feeling grateful for the days 
when I am well and fine!

• My healthy and growing well baby girl – it is another thing I am not grateful for enough. I take too many 
things for granted! As a therapist I am looking after a boy with cerebral palsy. I do massages for him and also 
some easy exercises to stretch his muscles. Every time I work with him and I see how much he struggles with 
trying to stand, sit and walk I think in my head that I am REALLY! lucky having a healthy baby with no special 
needs! From now on I promise myself to say thank-you and feel gratitude when I look at my daughter. 

•  • Feeling healthy and energised after being ill for four weeks

•  • After having a car for 22 years, deciding to give it up and exploring my world by bus



• A full body massage and facial - bliss!

• At the end of a horrid week at work, coming home to a meal of 
roasted pepper and tomato soup, salmon fillets with spinach,         
asparagus and avocado. The colours were so vibrant and the food 
tasted soooo good. A pure happiness moment.

• Getting a lovely message from a friend I haven’t seen in a while.

• Ticking things off my to-do list that have been on for about 5 
months.

• Wandering round the [new] garden and finding shoots of plants at 
the base of trees – not sure what they are so will be a nice to see 
them grow and a surprise when they flower.

• Friends helping me to choose and install a new cat flap.

 “Throw your heart out in 
front of you and run ahead to 
catch it.” 

- Arab Proverb



Research shows that relationships are more important than material 
possessions and have a greater impact on our happiness. 

When we engage with people who share our interests and values we 
release serotonin and dopamine, neurotransmitters that are             
responsible for feelings of happiness and relaxation. 

Close relationships also give us a sense of identity, raise our           
self-esteem, give us support, boosts immunity, lengthens life and cuts 
the risk of depression. 

We live in a mobile society where people no longer always live in the 
same town as their family or friends that they grew up with. Generally 
we maintain links with family through traditional celebrations and meet 
ups but close friendships require time and energy. 

Additionally the more technology a person uses, the more time they 
tend to spend alone. 

There are four different types of friendship:

Acquaintances - generally text and social media friends, we self-edit 
and tend to interact with these friends in a superficial way.

Casual - friends that we are not emotionally close to and with whom 
we tend not discuss sensitive or difficult topics. 

Pragmatic - friendships that are based on common environments or 
shared aims. Work colleagues, sports team members and club       
members. Often pragmatic friendships can lead to true friendships.

True friends - those with whom you show your vulnerabilities, you 
trust and are honest with each other. They offer you unconditional    
support, come to your help, respect you, celebrate your successes and 
push you to achieve your goals. 

The quality of your friendships is more important than the quantity.  
People who have a close relationship with just one person with whom 
they can confide with are happier than those who have a large network 
of people who they don't spend time with.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 
FRIENDS



Social media focuses on the quantity of friends that we have and we 
have forgotten the premise that we meet people for a reason, a season 
or a lifetime. All are valuable and it can be disappointing when     
friendships fade away or aren't nurturing, however if they have ran 
their course or lead to negative feelings and unhappiness then we need 
to let go. 

Social media also makes us lazy when it comes to our friendships,    
'liking' a status can instill a sense of connection however friendships 
develop and deepen through conversations and face-to-face catch ups. 
So discover what's going on with the person behind the 'social media 
edit'. Meet up for coffee, lunch or a glass of wine.

Or why not have a get together and host a feast for a few friends.    
Inviting people into your home is one of the most intimate things you 
can do and it’s nice when you take a fluid approach to dining - simple 
everyday food that people can dig into and share. 

Ask each person to bring a dish and if you are looking to expand your    
social circle, ask a friend to bring one of their close friends, chances 
are you'll have something in common. 

There is something special about meals we share with others, good 
food and good company go hand in hand. Sharing food strengthens  
social bonds, as we tend to sit facing each other so there is plenty of 
eye contact and cooking for others brings pleasure. 

Plus they later evoke memories of pleasure, so the happiness vibe is 
on-going.



WEEK 5

• My daughter at dance class – I have found a lovely dance studio not far from our house and my little one has 
started her dance class. She loves dancing and every time she hears and sees a dancing video she is out   
dancing to the music. The ladies who run the class are very friendly and make you feel welcome we love it!

• The Secret and Magic – when I was polishing in my study room, these two books caught my eye, so I picked 
them up and have started reading them again - I love it! On many occasions they worked for me and I think 
they have helped to change the way I think about things in my life, my attitude etc.

• Yummy tea on Saturday afternoon. My friend has started her catering business and is making the best     
dumplings in town, so I ordered them for our tea. When I came back from work on Saturday afternoon they 
were waiting for me - nice and warm, we had a delicious tea.

• Tea with old friends!

• Knowing all week I had a weekend to myself.

• Glass of red wine as a treat rather than the norm!

• Coming home to find my daughter had cooked shepherd’s pie for dinner plus there was enough left over to not 
have to cook a second night too.

• I’d started to unload the dishwasher and my five year old said that he wanted to do it as his job and proceeded 
to help put the clean pots away.

• Running for 2 hours without stopping, the motivator - a leg and back massage in the evening which was really 
needed, made a lovely afternoon/evening!



• My other half cooking my favourite meal - venison casserole.

• Going to the cinema on a Monday night, was a great film! 

• First day of my holiday - slept like a log, had a lie-in. Skiing great. 
Work memories fading away rapidly!

• A slow, deep yoga class. Just what my body needed!

• Working from home and watching a boxset, all snug and cosy whilst 
it snowed outside.

• Having friends over on Saturday and Sunday. Completely chilled vibe, 
lots of catching up and I got some early birthday gifts which were 
completely unexpected. They were really thoughtful and perfectly  
reflected my personality, so very special!  

“I get by with a little help 
from my friends.” 

- John Lennon



Being open to new experiences exercises our innate sense of curiosity, 
leading us to activities that make us feel alive and engaged. It could be 
learning pottery, yoga, an instrument, a language, how to paint, dance, 
sew or bake. As we learn we experience moments of insight and    
meaning, which brings happiness. 

Learning new things also expands our definition of self. If we define   
ourselves only by our career, relationship or by being a parent, it can 
then be a blow to our self-esteem if we lose our job, our relationship 
ends or the kids leave home. However if we have many facets to our 
personality, we have a buffer when there are changes in our life (I 
know some people don’t like it but change is inevitable).

Are you planning on learning something this year? Is there something 
you’ve always wanted to try?

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

LEARN SOMETHING NEW



CHAPTER 2

February



WEEK 6

• Having my son all weekend and not having to rush around with friends coming to visit us instead.

• Joining a running club and running 5.5 miles with like minded people.

• Finishing a report for work.

• Sunny crispy mornings – although we have had quite a cold week it has been full of sunshine, a great          
opportunity to go out and about for lovely walks. Me and my two girls were out every chilly but sunny morning 
for our walk. Fresh crisp air, rosy cheeks and lots of laughter chasing the dog and birds.

• Polish week at Lidl – looots of great quality gooddies at Lidl this week, and even though we have quite a few 
polish shops in Warrington to get our faves from home I am still appreciating the fact that Lidl remembers 
about Poles.

• Lipton Tea- I have discovered a new flavour of Lipton tea – Vanilla & Caramel. Yuuuumyyyy, smells divine and 
tastes fab. Drinking that tea helps me when I have craving for something sweet. It is just the smell that gives 
me the satisfaction. Highly recommended. 

• A fantastic ski holiday! I had a great time on the slopes and the people were friendly.

• Finding something I thought I had lost.

• A free slice of cake with my coffee. It’s the simple things!

• A pot of tea with loose leaves and thick hot buttered slices of toast, with homemade blackberry jam.

• Icy walks along the canal and feeling the sun getting warmer.

• Packing for my Italian holiday, excited because I will be spending my 40th birthday there and we are looking at 
the town as a potential second home.



 

“Be curious, read widely. Try 
new things. What people call 
intelligence just boils down 
to curiosity.” 

- Aaron Swartz



Sometimes we can get caught up in goal setting but when looking     
forward we have to be mindful not to lose track of what is currently   
going on around us and where we are headed. We never know when 
our last breath will be so it is important to be present in the here and 
now. Relish the moment and enjoy every step towards your               
destination. As so eloquently put in Robert J Hastings poem,            
The Station >>

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

LIVING IN THE MOMENT

http://robertjhastings.net
http://robertjhastings.net


WEEK 7

• On our first morning in Italy to celebrate my OH’s birthday, finding a nice café for coffee and a pastry.

• Coming across a good Italian box-set in the local newsagent’s to watch in the apartment. Great viewing and 
helping with my language skills.

• Rome and getting to see the Doria Pamphili Gallery.

• Turning 40. I love landmark birthdays and this one has felt the most special so far. I feel comfortable in my 
own skin and confident in who I am. If this is my halfway point in life then that is mind blowing - as I look 
back I have achieved and done so much so imagine what is ahead of me. Recently my daughter said to me 
‘People say life is short but it isn’t, life is long’ and she is right. Life expectancy is longer and by the time we 
reach 40 we have already lived one life time and get to re-invent ourselves, try new things or pick up old     
interests that fell by the wayside as life unfolded. I truly feel that an exciting time lies ahead!

• Fabulous views of the Italian countryside and seeing orange and lemon trees with fruit on them in February. 
That splash of colour in contrast to the fog and icy weather we left behind was stunning!

• Finding a hidden away fish restaurant. The food was delicious - homemade simple cooking, in a quaint setting.

• Having regular exercise in my life, it’s good for the soul.

• Seeing the same little bird on my dog walk, pretty sure it’s the same one!

• Chatting to an old lady who I always see whilst driving but bumped into whilst I was out walking. She must be 
90 plus and she’s a feisty little thing!



• In the UK you have a pancake day, in Poland we have Fat Thursday 
when we eat only doughnuts and cakes during the day and nobody 
counts any calories. Normally I would eat looots of doughnuts but 
this year I only ate one!!! and I am proud of myself :-)

• My hubby and I have been struggling with a cold this week but luckily 
my daughter hasn’t caught anything and I am very grateful for it!

• I have bought a juicer and we are now enjoying lovely fresh juices! 
We love it!!!

• On-site at a customers and they did not offer me anything to eat or 
drink after 10am but then driving through Bradford at 3.10pm I saw 
a drive thru Starbucks and had the most gorgeous cinnamon swirl 
bun ever – tasted delicious and well worth the hunger pains!

• Praise, support and encouragement from two different managers 
(who are not my line managers).

• My immediate boss going on holiday for just over a week.

 

“Inspiration exists but it 
must find you working.” 

- Pablo Picasso 



Do you open your inbox and groan? Does it take you ages to wade 
through all the junk?

• Satisfaction surveys.

• Newsletters that don't hold your interest.

• Regular special offers from restaurants you rarely go to.

• Weekly emails from that store where you bought your cooker-hood 
from last year and you had to subscribe to their emails. 

• Bloggers’ posts that no longer appeal - your tastes may have 
changed. You may never have cooked any of the recipes that looked 
so eye catching and delicious. You may be fed up of reading about 
peoples angst. Watching every tiny milestone in the bloggers         
children’s lives, doesn’t appeal. You no longer have time to read   
someone else’s lengthy opinion of the world how they see it.  

Grab a cuppa and make a conscious effort to sit down for a couple of 
hours and go through your emails point by point and start                
unsubscribing to those that you no longer find relevant. It may seem 
time consuming but it will save you time in the long run and you'll feel 
much happier when you see that 'you have mail'.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

STREAMLINE YOUR INBOX



WEEK 8

• Coming back from my birthday holiday and spending a few days with my daughter. It was so nice that she 
took some time off work to come and stay. We chatted, drank cocktails and snuggled up on the sofa watching    
movies. Our favorites were Casablanca, Dallas Buyers Club and 360, which is a remake of the 1950’s La 
Ronde.

• Sitting on a park bench wrapped up in a thick scarf and woollen hat, eating a Sainsbury’s meal deal (the best 
supermarket sandwiches) and reading a book. The sky bright blue, birds singing and people passing by saying 
“hello”.

• Suddenly spotting snowdrops and crocuses, it is lovely to have splashes of colour again.

• My other half letting me have a lie-in on Saturday.

• As a technophobe, I was so happy when I was able to access a computer drive and files I thought I couldn’t 
access, after a colleague kindly talked me through things step-by-step.

• Watching a blue-tit and robin in the garden.

• Reading a good book.

• My five year old’s little celebratory dance when I got a strike at bowling and my teenage daughter trying to 
hide her laughter.

• Watching Big Hero 6 at the cinema with my little boy on my knee having cuddles and my daughter laughing 
out loud along with her mate who thought they were too old for cartoon type films!



• A four day week in work - so this Thursday was my Friday.

• The deepest tissue massage that brought both tears of joy and     
happiness.

• I actually felt the sun on my back today - sheer bliss! Granted this 
isn’t from today.

• A sneaky fourth one….my friend has just invited me for tea today. It’s 
rare I am cooked for so I CANNOT wait!

• Researching about healthy foods – I am trying new nice healthy food 
eg. chia seeds, kale, quinoa, something that I haven’t tried before. It 
is all very good for you so the more the better.

• Time for myself in the Kindle world – I love my Kindle and all books I 
have there. Most of them are about healthy lifestyle, diets, childcare, 
photography but I just love the quiet time when I can switch it on 
and browse, research, get ideas and advices and then try them all in 
everyday life.

• Finding money that I forgot about – sometimes I leave change, a 
pound or two in jackets, pockets of my trousers, handbags, on the 
shelf, in the car and then I somehow find it when I need it. This week 
I wore three different jackets and I found spare change in each of 

them. Well, that brought smile on my face.😉
 

“It is always the adventurers 
who accomplish great things.” 

- Montequieu



As life has got busier and people want more convenience, shops are 
open 24 hours a day and produce is available all year round. We have 
become disconnected with how food is produced and eating seasonally.

We don’t have to be self sufficient - I learnt the hard way that there is 
a reason why most allotment holders are retired, it is REALLY time      
consuming! However it is quite simple to grow a few things even in a 
small urban garden. A couple of herbs in pots, a few tomatoes in a 
grow bag or small gem lettuces in containers.

There is nothing like growing something from seed and using it in the 
kitchen. A sense of pleasure and happiness nurturing food that will in 
turn nurture you. You can’t get that feeling when picking something up 
from the supermarket. My favourite things to grow are tomatoes and 
courgettes, they are both really easy to tend and their plants provide 
plenty of produce.

It is a great activity to do with kids too. To see the wonder and          
excitement in their eyes as they watch a seed grow into a plant,       
produce flowers and then fruits or vegetables. Think back to your    
childhood, do you have any happy moments of growing or foraging in 
the summer? 

Mine is blackberry picking, they grow abundantly where I live and as 
children we would spend glorious summer days taking them straight off 
the bush and popping them in our mouths whilst they were warm, as 
we were picking bags full for our Mum's to make pies and crumbles.

I now have a blackberry plant in the garden that provides enough     
berries for a couple of weeks worth of fruit for our morning yoghurt. We 
also have a little strawberry patch. Alongside growing pots of tomatoes 
and courgettes of course!

March is the perfect time to get sowing, so why not give it a go and see 
if it gives you a happiness boost :-)

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

GET SOWING



WEEK 9

•  Just 3 little words - cocktails, sleep, yoga.

• Realising that healthy eating isn’t a diet but a lifestyle. I am really into the healthy eating and I am more 
aware of what lands on my plate and my family’s too. I have made a few changes and I can tell now that after 
just one week of properly sticking to my new belief’s I feel lighter, healthier and more energised! :-)

• Lovely surprise through the post :-) thank you for it!!!

• I am grateful for my father’s health and the fact that after falling 3 metres down on the ground he is bruised 
but fine. God has given him another chance and I am thankful for it!

• Unexpected post from lovely people.

• Planting seeds with my youngest, eldest said the conservatory now resembles a greenhouse!

• House cleaned, curled up on the sofa with a brew and my kittens asleep on me whilst I watch my favourite  
programme.

• A wellbeing afternoon - meditation, yoga and a massage.

• Visit to an impressive cathedral.

• Work course not being intimidating as initially feared.

• Visiting my friend and her new baby. CUTE!!!

• Reading for pleasure, I have missed that!

• Friday night wind down. A soak in the bath with aromatherapy oils and afterwards by candlelight, simply lying 
on the sofa wrapped in a blanket with my eyes closed listening to soothing music. 



 

“Keep going and the chances are 
you will stumble on something, 
perhaps when you are least        
expecting it. I have never heard 
of anyone stumbling on          
something sitting down.” 

- Charles F. Kettering



There is a link between music and emotions and at some point most 
people when feeling low have reached for melancholy songs that relate 
to how they are feeling, to allow themselves to wallow a bit. So when 
we want a boost it makes sense to play uplifting music.

When an upbeat song begins before you know it you are tapping your 
feet, drumming your fingers, then swinging your hips with a big smile 
on your face. Dance is an innately natural part of being human.        
Indigenous tribes conduct tribal rituals that involve dance. Our          
ancestors use to gather around the fire to dance, socialise and bond 
and we still do this now in the form of 'clubbing', although this doesn't 
have the spiritual element that is attributed to ceremonial gatherings. 

Studies have also shown that dance can help with stress, anxiety and 
depression. As it gives us a boost of endorphins, which trigger positive 
feelings in the body. Pent up emotions are released and posture        
improves by lifting the body making it more open, which can boost    
confidence. In addition, there is a focus when dancing, you are thinking 
about your body, its movements and absorbed in the music, which    
interrupts negative thought patterns. 

It doesn't matter how or where you dance - pirouetting in your kitchen, 
shaking your bootie as vacuuming, a dance class or getting up close 
and personal with your partner and slow dancing the night away. The 
latter not only makes you feel happier but sexier too according to      
research. 

So if it's been a while since you kicked off your shoes and 'danced liked 
no-one is watching', create a happy soundtrack and start dancing your 
way to happiness.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 
DANCE



CHAPTER 3

March



WEEK 10

• I was obviously delighted to receive my skin care products from you this week.

• A last minute dinner date with my girlfriends.

• My friend making a cushion for my mum out of my dads jumper.

• Swimming with my little girl – I just love it and seeing her so happy in a water makes me happy! :-)

• Having a boiler replaced and having the house warm again, well it cost us a lot but it needed to be done.

• 8 of March – International Women’s Day – my hubby always remembers about this day and gets us little gifts 
and flowers but today I didn’t want any flowers, just a nice long sleep in the morning. And I got it, he took care 
of our daughter and I charged up my batteries for the week ahead.

• Pottering around the kitchen on a Sunday morning listening to some new musical discovery’s on Spotify.

• Curling up on the sofa with my OH holding hands, a glass of good red wine in the other and watching the first  
episode of the new season ‘House of Cards’.

• An older chap letting me on the bus first, yay chivalry. And then on my connecting bus, the same thing        
happened. This time a middle aged guy with his son, nice to see that good old fashioned manners are being 
passed to the next generation.

• Playing football in the close with all the neighbours joining us. 

• Having my hair cut.

• Seeing my daughter so excited at starting a new apprenticeship.

•  • Walking through the streets, it was amazing! I went everywhere on foot because the buildings were 

•  • The delicious food and great social vibe



• Budapest, Budapest, Budapest…

• Walking through the streets, it was amazing! I went everywhere on 
foot because the buildings were so impressive.

• The delicious food and great social vibe.

• A trip to an Art Deco thermal bath, beautiful and so relaxing!

 

“Happiness doesn’t mean that 
everything is perfect, it simply 
means you have decided to 
look beyond imperfections.” 

- Audrey Hepburn



Sleep is vital for our health, affecting both    
physical and mental wellbeing. Lack of it          
increases the risk of obesity, cardiovascular        
disease, a lowered immune system, inability to 
concentrate and anxiety, plus it can have a      
detrimental affect on our relationships. In        
addition, people who are genetically predisposed 
to Alzheimer's or Parkinson's could trigger the 

process sooner if they have chronic sleep problems. 

On average we sleep 7-8 hours per night, some people can survive on 
less whereas others need a little more. In general insomnia is the     
inability to fall asleep, short sleep duration or the failure to return to 
sleep after waking during the night. It can be caused by lifestyle or a 
health condition, usually once this is resolved the insomnia subsides. 
However if it persists for more than 4 weeks, as is the case for 1 in 10 
people, a visit to the GP is advised.

• Don't work, watch TV, sort out bills or schedule your diary when in 
bed as these activities will get your mind racing.

• Build in 'wind down' time before bed, relaxation is a prerequisite for 
sleep and naturally relaxed people are better sleepers.

• Write down your worries or 'to do' list to mentally 'empty' your head.

• Avoid alcohol before bedtime, although one glass will help you relax 
several lead to a disturbed sleep as your body starts producing 
adrenaline.

• Curb caffeine and tobacco as both stimulate your nervous system, 
look out for hidden caffeine e.g. green tea, soft drinks and headache 
tablets.

• Try to have your main meal 3 hours before bed, you will have a      
disturbed sleep if your digestion system is still working.

• Tryptophan high foods such as chicken, fish, bananas, milk and soya 
help to produce melatonin the sleep inducing hormone.

• Studies have shown eating 2 kiwis an hour before bed over a 4 week 
period helps to regulate sleep cycles.

• Drink chamomile tea as a gentle sleep aid.

• Valerian has a sedative effect and it is available in capsule and      
tincture forms at most health stores.

• Dieting can lead to loss of sleep so lose weight sensibly, the optimum 
rate is 2lbs per week.

• Exercise to use up excess adrenaline, people who exercise for 20-30 
minutes 2-3 times per week have better quality of sleep.

• Soak in a warm bath before bed, the rise in body temperature aids 
sleep, add essential oils for extra benefits.

• Ensure you stay warm all night, have a blanket to hand or wear bed 
socks (not sexy but they work) however...

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 
SLEEP



• Ventilate your bedroom as a stuffy room will cause you to wake in 
the night, the ideal temperature is 18-20°C.

• Have sex it relaxes you.

• Invest in a good mattress, we spend a lot of time in bed so it 
makes sense to spend that little extra.

• Blackout blinds are an essential, especially in the summer as our 
brain prepares for a good sleep in the dark.

• Listen to Marconi Union's 'Weightless' >> This is supposed to be      
scientifically the most relaxing piece of music, so much so there 
are warnings about listening to it whilst driving.

• Make up for one third of lost sleep on subsequent nights, there is 
evidence the sleep will be deeper and more restorative.

• Lavender essential oil, has been found to lengthen total sleep time, 
increase deep sleep and make people feel fresher. You only need 
one or two drops, any more than this and it will have the opposite 
effect and stimulate you.

• Meditation on a daily basis can halve the amount of time it takes a 
person to get to sleep.

YOGA FOR SLEEP - Jo Huddart

I can think of hundreds of reason to do Yoga, but if I can offer you 
just one, it would be to help you get a good night’s sleep!

The amount of hours we need or get varies incredibly but one      
consistency that is crucial to us all, is the quality of our sleep as how 
we function in our waking hours depends largely on this.

The asana or postures in Yoga work in a much more subtle way than 
a lot of other physical exercises and we tend to get a whole body/
mind workout. 

This way of working intrinsically on our muscles can feel quite       
intense in the moment but the feeling you get afterwards, once they 
go into a state of relaxation during Savasana (Corpse Pose) is bliss 
like and possibly the most important part of our practice!

I would advise anyone interested in yoga and its benefits to find a 
class and teacher you love, this will ensure your practice is safe and 
tailored to your needs.  With this experience you can then take your 
practice home and the following postures are just a few that will 
hopefully assist you to have a quiet, restful sleep.

Paschimottanasana (Seated Forward Bend)

Whilst this posture gives us a full body stretch it is extremely     
calming for the mind.  Bend the knees for comfort or cross the legs 
for ease.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfcAVejslrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfcAVejslrU


Jathara Parivartanasana (Semi Supine Twist)

The twist in the posture massages our internal organs whilst easing 
tension in the back and neck. Take care with the neck and rest the 
knees on a cushion if needed.

Viparita Karani (Feet up the Wall)

This gentle inversion can help restore tired legs and feet, relieves 
lower back ache, calms the mind and brings us youth and vitality!  
Blocks or blankets for support can help.

Ananda Balasana (Happy Baby Pose)

My personal favourite. Relieves tension from the hips and lower back 
and makes me smile! Hold onto the back of the thighs if reaching for 
the sole of the feet feels uncomfortable.

Balasana (Childs Pose)

Relieves tension from the back, neck, shoulders and chest whilst 
calming the mind. Take the knees wide for comfort and use the fists 
as a pillow under the forehead if this feels easier.

Jo teaches yoga in Liverpool, 

you can find her on Twitter and Instagram.



WEEK 11

• My mum loving her cushion made from my dads jumper.

• Lovely family meal for her 65th birthday.

• Really feeling the benefits of my clean eating and new skincare regime.

• My daughter and I have put your seeds in the soil so hopefully we will have at least one tomato this year.

• Despite of having a horrible cold & flu we managed to get out and about and enjoyed couple of nice walks in 
the sunshine.

• I have managed to go to the gym 5x this weeks and burnt lots of calories. Yet again despite the cold what 
doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.

• Wonderful birthday celebrations, the best one that I’ve had in years.

• A lovely pub lunch with my daughter.

• An impromptu trip to the cinema.

• Sunday laziness - soak in the bath reading magazines.

• Getting ALL the laundry done. How nice to have an empty washing basket.

• Making a new skirt in lovely summery colours, just got to wait for the weather to warm up now.



• An impromptu trip to the theatre to see Hay Fever, and even better, 
it was free!

• Meeting new people.

• Making plans to see people over the next week or so – makes for a 
hectic but enjoyable time.

 

“A cluttered space, is a cluttered mind. 
Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” 

- Leonardo da Vinci 



Yay! Spring has officially arrived bringing longer days, a little more 
warmth and signs of the earth coming alive. 

What it also brings is brightness - low in the sky, the sun's beams 
stream through our windows highlighting their grubbiness and settling 
upon the spiders web in the corner, that we have failed to notice.

As we begin to freshen up our homes it is also the perfect time to     
declutter and create a happier frame of mind. 

Research has shown when our environment is cluttered the visual 
chaos occupies our minds, demanding attention and restricting the   
ability to focus.

Things to consider:

• Do you have gadgets that you haven't used within the past 12 
months?

• Which outfits always remain at the back of the wardrobe?

• Are there books taking up space that you will never read again?

• How many cups do you actually use, are 20+ really necessary?

You can sell your unused and unworn items or pop down to the charity 
shop, someone else could really be in need of them. 

Also...

• Throw out anything that is broken and you haven't taken steps to   
repair in the past 6 months.

• Recycle piles of magazines that are stacked up gathering dust.

• Go through your store cupboard and throw out all your out of date 
items.

Not only will you feel happier you will be healthier too as less clutter 
makes cleaning easier, plus clutter attracts dust which can lead to skin 
conditions, allergies and a lowered immune system.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 
DECLUTTER



WEEK 12

• Sun, sun and more sun!

• Early morning walks under blue sky’s.

• Early morning breakfast on the outskirts of Trafalgar Square.

• Taking photos for my friend and her baby:-) they will have beautiful photos to treasure forever. 

• Getting me time again this week, just relaxing with my kindle in bed and looking through books about healthy 
lifestyle - little things.

• Beautiful sunny day spent with my family at the seaside! Fab long walk, warm sunshine and clear blue sky! 
You just don’t need anything more!

• Being awarded funding to provide health and wellbeing workshops plus massages to a women’s centre.

• The smell of freshly mown grass.

• My other half leaving out a newspaper article he thought I would be interested in. I really enjoyed reading it 
and was touched by his consideration.

• Enjoying a nice real ale.

• Seeing the solar eclipse, a very eery experience.

• The first day of spring.



• A three day weekend!

• A long weekend of eating out, cinema, meeting friends.

• The obvious signs of spring.

 

“You are enough just as you are. Each 
emotion you feel, everything in your life, 
everything you do or do not do. Where 
you are and who you are right now is 
enough. It is perfect. You are perfect.” 

- Melanie Jade



After decluttering its nice to have a place for everything so you can put 
your hands on something at exactly the moment you want it. Rather 
than wasting time looking for something and getting stressed. 

Less stress = More happiness 😊

A place is where an item lives and is properly 'away'. Not only will it 
make life easier, it will be quicker to clean the house if you don't have 
to keep moving stuff.

Top tips:

• Have a hook to hang your keys.

• A permanent socket for your phone charger.

• Put magazines in a rack or have a dedicated shelf for them on your 
bookcase.

• Have somewhere for things like spare batteries, bulbs, fuses and    
candles.

• A place to file your important papers, such as insurance policies,   
driving licence, passport and subscriptions.

• Have shoe boxes on top of your wardrobe to store your 'going out' 
shoes and rotate between your summer and winter footwear.

• Invest in a clothes valet or rail and pick out your outfit and            
accessories the night before, without the time pressure of having to 
rush out the door. Ideal if you don't have a uniform for work.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING...



WEEK 13

• Attending a workshop about engaging your community with art, really inspiring!

• Having a dental check up and not needing any work done, yay!

• Noticing new shoots on my strawberry plants.

• My skin, it is spot and blemish free - I finally got there!

• Delivering another yoga workshop today to my wonderful ladies.

• Countdown to Marrakech officially started this week for our 40th birthday trip!

• I have managed to do all my projects for work and all the paperwork is up to date! And I am now working on a 
little easter surprise for my tenants.

• Having a huge clear out of my Daughters toys, I have sold them via fb pages or gumtree and got money for 
new toys and clothes that she needs.

• Celebrating my birthday. I have an amazing hubby who threw me a surprise party. I came back from work and 
discovered that he cooked, baked the cake, cleaned the house, invited friends, bought me 35 roses! and blew 
lots of balloons …I was speechless! …I loved it!

• Being asked to join a Tough Mudder team for September.

• Spending time in the garden, finding new plants growing and making plans for it to look colourful in the     
summer.



• Making plans for the Easter holidays!

• Noticing the zesty citrus in a trout meal.

• Watching the most exciting episode yet of the Gomorrah series.

• The satisfaction of having done this happiness project over the past 
few months.

“Don’t let one cloud obliterate 
the whole sky.” 

- Anais Nin



 

Spread some happiness. Write a friend a letter or scribble something 
simple on a postcard. In our digital age it is so nice to receive        
something other than a bill via snail mail.

Texting and Facebook 'likes/ comments' are a common way of          
communicating with friends these days but there is something special 
about receiving a letter that somebody has taken the time to sit down 
and write, it will instantly bring a smile. 

Plus for the writer there is a pleasure of sitting down with a pen and 
piece of paper. A slot of quiet time and the feeling of contacting with 
someone on a personal level because writing by hand taps into our   
creativity and opens the soul. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 
SNAIL MAIL



CHAPTER 4

April



WEEK 14

• One of my goals this year was to feel fit and healthy for the start of our 40th celebrations, they started last 
night and I felt great!

• Lovely long weekend to indulge in chocolate and TV.

• Feeling stronger in myself both physically and mentally!

• Getting Easter eggs, bunnies, chicks and all sorts of chocolates for us to indulge over Easter.

• Decorating the house with Easter stuff, most of the deco has been made by my talented Mum. Plus baking 
easter lambs and bunny cake.

• Going to church to bless the Easter food basket with our Daughter. And of course Easter Sunday, full of      
beautiful sunshine! :-)

• A nice special hen egg for breakfast.

• Finishing last pieces of work before the Easter holiday.

• First holiday lie-in.

• The warmth of the sun.

• Long aromatherapy baths everyday.

• Reading a really good book.



• Easter egg hunt in the back garden with all the family. My 
niece thinks the Easter bunny lives in my garden and that there are 
fairies that live there too, so we sprinkled glitter to make it even    
more magical!

• No work for 10 days so lots of family time planned.

• Having over 20 creme eggs given to me and only eating the one 
I was given on Mother’s Day (I wasn’t eating chocolate for lent).

“Kind words are like honey, 
sweet to the soul and healthy 
for the body.” 

- Proverb



Helping and connecting with the community around us has a huge    
impact on the way we feel about ourselves, increasing our levels of   
happiness, as well as the happiness of those we help. 

In addition, research shows those living in areas where people give up 
their time for others, have better health and greater life satisfaction 
plus crime is lower. 

Lend a helping hand to someone this week - mind a friends child/ren 
whilst they have an hours 'me-time'. Pop to the shop for a neighbour. 
Volunteer for an hour or two at a local event.

What do you already do within your community? 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

A HELPING HAND



WEEK 15

• Definitely the sun. The impact it has on everyone is fab!

• Getting stronger physically through my dedicated training.

• Lovely yoga classes, such a pleasure to teach Yoga.

• Spending quality time with my daughter, just two of us visiting different animals farms, ice cream farms, going 
shopping etc.

• Enjoying sunshine! We have had our first BBQ this year. We got an electric BBQ from our parents which is the 
best thing ever, no mess, no standing and waiting for ages for the sausages to get ready - perfect!!!

• Being grateful for my friends, they are always ready to help out, give good advice, chat for ages and listen to 
what you have to say.

• This has been really hard this week just to pick 3 as so many things to choose from. Being outside whether it 
was gardening, playing football, hide & seek or just walking – it was lovely to be out in the sun.

• Ice skating with the children and them both helping each other to fall, laugh and have fun!

• My five year old son being offered a swim trial. So proud and although he is too young, the coach said that he 
had the makings of a champ and I could have burst.

• Spending a couple of hours in the garden on a bank holiday Monday. The weather was glorious, blue skies and 
a deliciously warm sun - I only had to wear a t-shirt.

• My daughter sending me a book in the post, it was such a lovely unexpected surprise and on my wish list.



• A fabulous full body massage, I’ve been naughty and not had one in 
a while so it was very much needed!

• Going to see two exhibitions, one about renaissance portraits and the 
other about prehistoric cave paintings.

• An enjoyable day out with my parents, ending with a nice drink on 
the terrace.

• A lovely walk along the beach.

“You cannot control what happens to 
you but you can control your attitude  
toward what happens to you. And in 
that, you will be mastering change, 
rather than allowing it to master you.” 

- Brian Tracy



For some people adapting to change is quite difficult, however change 
is inevitable as nothing is constant. When you begin to anticipate 
change you can feel more in control, less stressed by it and happier 
about your situation. 

When thinking about change we can make observations in nature.     
Despite unpredictability the world around us keeps growing and    
blooming, season after season. When we learn to accept change and 
unpredictability we find it easier to begin to adapt and blossom too.  

The bestselling book 'Who Moved my Cheese' is a parable that helps 
people understand the process of change, it takes under an hour to 
read alternatively there is a 15 minute video >>

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

ADAPTING TO CHANGE

http://www.michelleherron.com/change.php
http://www.michelleherron.com/change.php


WEEK 16

• 4 whole days in Marrakech sunshine.

• Mojitos.

• The girls.

• I have made a plan – a healthy way to lose my weight – which this time IS GOING TO WORK!  On my       
daughters 2nd birthday in September I WILL BE 10KG lighter. 

• Having cuddles with my daughter and teaching her new things. This week we have cleaned the kitchen         
together and she was copying me every step of the way. Oh boy, I had a laugh!!!! At the end I had more work 
to do cleaning after her but she was learning and I am proud of her trying her best!

• Being pampered by my friend who did my eyelashes to say thank you. I love them, I feel pretty. 

• A nice evening with friends and a few bottles of red wine!

• Watching two blue tits playing in a tree.

• Happy that a boring meeting was cancelled.

• Completing a marathon!!  It was on my bucket list to do and I’ve now achieved it. I’ve spent so many months 
training for it and was all worth it when I crossed the finishing line.

• Friends supporting me in their own way whilst training and running the marathon – such a boost to hear      
people cheering you on!



• A relaxing bath after the marathon, with a bath bomb my daughter 
had bought especially for the occasion!

• Walking along and suddenly getting hit by the first smell of blossoms.

• The joy that the warmer weather brings; seeing men fishing, Dads 
and lads out on bikes, couples curled up on park benches and girls 
strolling along nattering.

• Standing up for myself!

“Whatever you want in life, 
other people are going to want 
it too. Believe in yourself 
enough to accept the idea that 
you have an equal right to it.” 

- Diane Sawyer



It is important to set aside time in your routine to take 10 minutes for 
yourself each day. Something nice to try is making a real pot of tea 
when the house is quiet and there are no distractions.

The ritual of preparing the pot whilst the kettle boils, dropping in the 
tea leaves, savouring the time it takes to brew and drinking from a tea 
cup is therapeutic. 

 

“A bath refreshes the body, tea refreshes the mind.” - Japanese       
Proverb

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

THE SOOTHING POWER OF TEA



WEEK 17

• The satisfying ache in your body that proves you have pushed yourself.

• Teenage daughter making me laugh as she won a teddy at the Animal Sanctuary Spring fair and being so     
excited about it.

• Family time at the cinema with my youngest dressed up as his favourite action hero.

• I saw a spoiler for Grey’s Anatomy that made me cry so I have put season 10 on my birthday list so I can 
catch up! Whoo hoo.

• I had my first tattoo on Saturday which I have been thinking about for about 2 years! Hamsa symbol with an 
elephant head in the centre.

• I spent 6 hours with Jackie Quayle on Sunday exploring the wonders of Yin Yoga!

• Sitting in the garden, in the sunshine, absorbed in a good book.

• Finding a beautiful fragranced candle.

• Spending the weekend with my daughter doing all our favorite activities and sitting up chatting until the early 
hours.

• Last hurrah of wine and ice-cream before summer health regime.

• Seeing cute baby photo’s of my other half.

• Roof down on the car for the first time this year.



“I always wonder why birds 
stay in the same place when 
they can fly anywhere on earth. 
Then I ask myself the same 
thing.” 

- Harun Yahya



Do you sometimes open your diary and feel overwhelmed by your list 
of ‘to do’s’? Do you feel resentment when you accept a task that you 
don’t want to take on? Or breathe a sigh of relief when someone      
cancels a night out?

When you find yourself out of time and out of energy, learning to say 
“no” will keep you sane and increase your happiness.

Consider when and why you have difficulty saying “no”...

• When do you find yourself saying “yes” without thinking?

• Which situations cause you to say “yes” when you’d rather say “no”?

• Are there people in your life who can always squeeze a “yes” from 
you when you mean to say “no”?

• Do you always say “yes” out of courtesy and kindness?

• Are you saying “yes” to gain approval?

• Are you eager to please?

Keep your “no” response short, you don’t need to have a long waffling 
conversation. The more you flounder the more likely the other person 
will try to change your mind.

And don’t fall into the trap of compromising. Sometimes compromising 
is as bad as saying “yes” - you are still doing something that you don’t 
want to. Only compromise if you feel comfortable doing so.

Learning to say “no” can feel awkward at first. However, when you start 
to say “no” to something that you don’t want to do, the reward is      
creating space in your life for the things you do want to do.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

SETTING BOUNDARIES



WEEK 18

• Well this week I passed my final yoga teacher training observation which was a relief!

• Last night I discovered peaky blinders on Netflix, superb!

• A very lazy day today.

• Fab holiday in Poland. It was great to see our family…the weather was nice all way through with plenty of    
sunshine, amazing food cooked by my Mum, family wedding, Dads 60th birthday party…eehh…fantastic time.

• Lovely weekend spent with auntie and uncle from Poland who visited UK for the first time.

• Celebrating my Name Day 4th of May is a day where all Monika’s celebrate their name.

• My OH surprising me with a nice meal and champagne. The sentiment behind it was really moving.

• Wiling away a couple of hours with glossy magazines.

• Spending time with my daughter helping her revise.

• Starting a new painting class.

• New books.

• Spotting new blooms coming through on our blueberry bushes.

• Planting strawberry plants with my 4 year old niece which I’d grown from seeds with my youngest. She was so 
pleased to have planted them and proud to be taking them home to show her mum!



• Three day weekend!

• A meal out with friends to celebrate a birthday.

“You only live once. But if you 
do it right once is enough.” 

- Mae West



Me on my beloved space hopper. And the stress ball version my    
daughter bought me as a lovely reminder of the memory. It always 
makes me smile. 

Doesn’t looking through old baby photos give you a warm fuzzy       
feeling? Spend some time going through some old photographs and   
remembering the happy events in your life, laugh at the old hairstyles, 
daft poses and the cringey fashions. 

And if you have lots of digital photos on file, why not print some 
off frame them, make a collage or put together a new photo album. 
These make great gifts too. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 
MEMORIES



CHAPTER 5

May



WEEK 19

• Treating myself to some new exercise DVD’s (I’m obsessed with them!).

• Enjoying a free Starbucks coffee with my life insurance reward plan for being active, but then also being given 
a free bag of coffee grounds for fertiliser.

• Creating a photo book of my little boy – took six hours of loading photos and have another book to do of the 
whole family.  Can’t wait to get the finished products.

• Realising how lucky I am having such a great family who love, spoil and support my child like no other. I am 
VERY LUCKY!!!

• This year I promised myself to actually USE my cookbooks and try new recipes and I did. I baked a super 
chocolate cake with almonds and fudge topping…mmiaaaaammmmmm.

• Cycling to work ALL week 8 miles each time  I’ve saved on petrol, felt fitter - got soaking wet twice when it 
was pouring down but I am proud of myself.

• Although I have been really ill I still managed to appreciate and celebrate my 40th...again!

• Had a fab night out with the girls, got spoilt rotten by everyone in every sense.

• Had a lazy day on Sunday.

• A lovely healthy fish supper.

• Admiring little blueberry flowers.



• Sharing an inside joke with my OH and both howling with laughter.

• Watching a blue tit dart in and out of the blackberry bush – there 
must be some good grubs in there!

• A customer surprising me with a box of chocolates because she knew 
I was spending the weekend alone and thought I should have a    
pamper/ treat night.

“Once you make a decision, the 
universe conspires to make it 
happen.” 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson 



Use unexpected pockets of time to have a pamper...

• A friend canceling a night out.

• When your partner is going to be late home.

• The rare occasion that the kids are worn out and have gone to bed 
early.

• Going on a business trip? Throw a magazine or unread book in your 
bag and nip into M&S for some favourite nibbles. Take advantage of 
the hotel room - have a long indulgent shower or bubble bath, curl up  
and read or watch TV. Enjoy your treats, maybe even have a tipple 
from the mini bar. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

TAKE TIME TO PAMPER



WEEK 20

• Going to bed earlier than usual and having at least 8hrs of sleep every night, even on work days!!! Good job 
my daughter sleeps well at night!

• A week without coffee! – I have swapped coffee for a chicory coffee, which is totally caffeine free, And I love it!

• Playing with a play dough with my little girl. We had a laugh trying to make a cow, pig and a bear, they didn’t 
look like animals but there is a room for improvement.  

• Went to watch Unfriended at the cinema with my daughter.  It’s about social media and is a bit of a horror – 
there were a few points that made us jump.  We got back late and she had been threatening to sleep in my 
room as she had been scared but at near mid-night I text her exactly the same as in the horror and started 
knocking on the wall.  It was hilarious!  We could hear each other laughing through the walls. 

• A nice comment on Twitter from my daughter because I’d made her laugh so much the night before.

• My little boy kissing me on the nose and telling me he loves me.

• Standing for my niece and God-daughter for her communion and confirmation.

• My new face products [from you] - whoo hoo!!

• Discovering and loving Peaky Blinders.

• Spotting a perfect rainbow after a miserable drive in the rain.

• Double taking our hawthorn tree - it burst into bloom overnight, a multitude of gorgeous white flowers.



• A friend dropping off a bottle of wine at the house. I nearly jumped 
for joy when I came home, a glass of Friday night red was just what I 
needed after a bad week.

• A work trip to London - I love train travel.

• Painting my nails.

• Getting an amazing compliment off a lady that is on one of my six 
week workshops, she is beaming and her self confidence is returning. 
I was really touched and it is amazing to see the change in her.

“The little things? The little moments? 
They aren’t little.” 

- John Zabat-Zinn



The champagne variety always make me happy but so does blowing 
them.

Embrace your inner child, grab a cup add a little water, some washing 
up liquid and fashion a bubble blower out of a large paperclip or food 
wrap tag.

Blowing bubbles is so magical. Do you blow single ones, doubles or a 
stream? Do they pop immediately, float enchantingly or drift to the 
floor for a while? Watch the colours as your bubbles bob along.

A simple pleasure that will put a smile on your face, make you happy 
and bring a sense of calm. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES



WEEK 21

• Driving through the green spring Cheshire countryside.

• Spotting a fox running across the road.

• On a business trip to London, walking in the sunshine towards St Pancreas.

• Treating myself to a MacBook as a 40th birthday to myself. I’m finally going to indulge the writer in me and 
document all my scribbles and create a book. It may take me 10 years and no-one may ever get to read it but 
that doesn’t matter, I only have to do it for me.

• Coming in from work and it still being warm enough to spend a couple of hours gardening.

• Blowing bubbles - I get mesmerised by them.

• Having a good clear out in my house this week. All old and no longer needed stuff are in boxes ready to be 
taken to the car boot and who knows I may come back with a few pounds.

• Jumping through puddles with my little girl, lots of fun and clothes to wash afterwards.

• Planting some summer flowers in our front garden, it looks lovely and colourful.

• A bank holiday itself is a wonderful and one of my things!

• Celebrating my 40th last night… Still.

• Feeling fresh as a daisy today. 



• Feeling the fear and doing it anyway! Going on a night out with     
people I’d only chatted to on a group forum, I’m not a confident    
person so this was a huge step for me and yes I did have a good 
time.

• Daughter’s 17th birthday celebrations.

• Helping at my niece’s 4th pirate birthday party by Mother Hen. An  
interactive story where all the children played a part and so did the 
adults. Lots of laughs playing with a parachute, bubbles blowing and 
kids laughing as we made “waves” in the ocean!

“Happiness held is the seed, happiness 
shared is the flower.” 

- John Harrigan



As our society has got busier our minds are always full of things we 
have done and those that we have yet to do. Rarely are we thinking 
about the moment we are currently in. 

When eating, often we can be on the go, sat in front of the TV, a     
computer or have our phones in our hands. This leads us to consuming 
our food without thinking. Shovelling it into our mouths merely as fuel. 
It becomes functional to sate hunger or boredom. We don't really taste 
it and the meals we eat can become routine. 

Increasing our awareness of what we are eating is a delight to the 
senses. 

A simple peach - with its hues of yellow, orange and red. Downy skin 
and fragrant smell. Is it still firm and slightly bitter or soft, sweet and 
squishy, leaving juice dripping down your chin as you bite into it?

An indulgent lemon cheesecake - diving in with your fork, slipping 
through the creamy filling and breaking through the hard biscuity base. 
The distinctive tangy taste of lemon, enveloped in sweetness. Two     
different textures silky softness and the crunch, with the surprise      
discovery of lemon curd between the two. 

Whether eating something naughty or nice, REALLY taste it and savour 
every mouthful. 

Eat a variety of foods and rather than cooking on autopilot, be          
adventurous and try new recipes. Take time to think about the          
ingredients that you are using. Notice the vegetables you are           
preparing, pay attention to their colour and smell. 

Or simply mix up the odd thing; a different cheese, new type of bread, 
experiment with fruits and vegetables or cuts of meat. Even try to vary 
your coffee or tea blend.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

MINDFUL EATING



WEEK 22

• Seeing a beautiful bright star in an inky black sky.

• At the end of a bad day pulling on my favourite old comfy socks.

• A Friday night Chinese meal, bottle of nice wine and good company.

• A lovely afternoon at painting class.

• Longer days and light nights.

• Amazing feedback from my workshop participants, it’s really heart warming that they’ve made a difference to 
peoples lives.

• Finishing a month of crazy overtime hours, to pay off the repairs on our car I had to do nearly 50 hrs of      
overtime this month. Thank God I have been well and healthy to do them, now I am off for a week to recharge 

my batteries.😉

• Making a Minnie Mouse cake for my daughter - 1st of June is a day when we celebrate the International Day of 
Children, it isn’t popular in UK but we are still keeping up with our traditions from Poland and tomorrow we are 
having a little party for my daughter with cake and prezzies of course. 

• Having a looong soak with my aromatherapy oils. I loved it and need to do it more often.

• A week off work spent with my youngest going on days out and meeting up with his friends and their mum’s – 
lots of nattering and laughs whilst the boys had fun and burnt some energy!

• Going to see Take That in concert twice. The second time we had front row standing which was amazing!!



• Making new friends at the running club AGM.

• I had a very lazy day watching Grace and Frankie yesterday which is 
hilarious!

• Catching up on my yoga studies, cleared my mind somewhat.

• Housework which is sad but true and sets up better for a Monday 
morning!

“I love deadlines. I especially like the 
whooshing sound they make as they go 
flying by.” 

- Douglas Adams



Good for our health, laughter releases the bodies own natural pain    
killers 'endorphins', that relieve pain, speed up the healing process and 
combat stress. 

Simple ways to bring a little laughter into our lives is to sit and watch a 
cartoon with the kids, the adult humour will have you giggling 
too. Watch a funny film or head out to a comedy show with a friend - 
laughter is infectious so you'll both soon be laughing out loud.  

 

When we are happy we are more relaxed, positive and accepting. We 
feel that our lives are in balance and we can tackle anything. 

 

"Always laugh when you can, it is cheap medicine." - Byron 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

LAUGHTER IS GOOD FOR THE SOUL



CHAPTER 6

June



WEEK 23

• I had a productive week in work this week.

• I am very much back into my own yoga practice and feeling stronger than ever in every way!

• I was off on Monday, lovely long weekend, again. 

• Well deserved rest after a long month of crazy overtime hours.

• Surprise parcel from my mum full of goodies from Poland and presents for my daughter.

• Fun time at the seaside. Walks in the parks. Visiting blue planet aquarium. Cinema. And the weather stayed 
nice for us too.

• Watching my little boy get a trophy from his football academy. He was so excited!!!

• Having a relaxing day with some yoga, face mask, foot spa. Felt I really needed it after a hectic few weeks.

• Going to work with the sun shining – brightens up any mood!

• Catching up with Mad Men – I had forgotten how much I enjoyed it.

• Getting an inspection at work out of the way.

• A delicious bowl of blueberries and yoghurt.

• Lying in bed reading.



• Seeing the ripple effect of someones little good deed, snowball into 
something extraordinary for someone else.

• Walking in the sunshine.

“Take it one day at a time and enjoy the 
journey.” 

- Kirsty Bartlett



How do your mornings start? Do you mooch around in a daze and       
discover it's lunchtime and you haven't done anything? Or you've been 
so wrapped up in your own world that you have been thoughtless      
towards others? Or even thoughtless towards yourself, when you need 
a little self-care?

Most of the time we live our lives in an unconscious way, so setting an 
intention at the beginning of the day can help to shift our awareness 
to bring us happiness and positively influence our relationships. 

Decide what you want for yourself each day. Maybe; adventure, joy, 
calmness, balance, energy, optimism, compassion?

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

SET AN INTENTION FOR THE DAY



WEEK 24

• Noticing the first strawberries in the garden.

• Having an unexpected day with my OH, driving in the sunshine with the roof down.

• A night of passion.  

• Tapas in the sunshine.

• Watching Sense 8 - I loved it!

• A stroll with my Dad and watching a blue tit eat worms out of his hand.

• Watching my son’s sports day on my lunch hour. He was so excited to see me watching him.

• A lovely meal and pub quiz with friends.

• Hearing that a friend had ran a half marathon when in April she could not do 5k!

• Dragging the celebrations out - I got to have my belated family Birthday meal this weekend!

• The sun shined for most of the week which was lovely.

• I absolutely loved watching TFI Friday at the weekend. Took me back to the olden days!!!!

• Trip to the seaside. My daughter and I visited Crosby beach on Wednesday, we were lucky as the weather was 
perfect to play at the beach, make sand castles, fly the kite - a lovely day. 



• Jogging to work, a new challenge for me.

• A dinner cooked by my husband for our 13th wedding anniversary.

“Great minds discuss ideas. Average minds 
discuss events. Small minds discuss people.” 

- Eleanor Roosevelt



Colouring in is so much fun, it always brings out the inner child and 
puts a smile on our lips :-)

Mandalas are great for those of us who are not confident with their 
drawing skills and as an added bonus they have therapeutic benefits. 

Their designs have balancing visual elements that absorb the mind and 
as we start to colour, our internal chatter begins to cease and we      
experience a sense of calm. 

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

MANDALAS 



WEEK 25

• A beautiful plant on the drive coming into flower, it’s a welcome sight and makes me smile after a bad day at 
the office.

• A nice blue sky streaked with the briefest of clouds on a Monday morning.

• Our elderly neighbour saying we should remove the tomato plants out of the window incase we get raided as 
they look like cannabis plants - had us in stitches. How does she know what they look like? Then again we     
forget older people were once young and wild. 

• Baking a nice strawberry cake for Father`s Day, yuummmy.

• Financial boost as I have had 5 massages this week and having satisfied clients is also a huge bonus.

• Shopping at charity shops. I just love them! You can get almost everything for a penny, came back home with 
lots of books for my child!

• I had my penultimate yoga teacher training day!

• Finding a yellow flower on my pumpkin plant.

• Completing a yoga DVD and seeing/ feeling the improvements I’ve made.

• My little boy copying burpee exercises because he wants to be just like me.

• A great catch up with a friend that I haven’t seen all year.

• I’ve started delivering a new health and wellbeing course, seeing the changes that the ladies are already      
implementing is so rewarding.

• I finished creating my new website, it has taken a lot of hours but it’s been worth it!



“Do not wait until conditions are perfect 
to begin. Beginning makes the conditions 
perfect.” 

- Alan Cohen



It is hard to be happy when you are neglecting yourself and putting  
others or work first.

What self-care are you giving yourself right now? Does the level of time 
you are currently taking (or not taking) to nurture yourself, reflect on 
your current happiness levels?

What constitutes self-care is different for all of us, depending on our 
likes or dislikes and where we currently are in our lives. What sounds 
good to you right now?

Eating a fresh crisp salad drizzled with a delicious vinaigrette dressing? 
A gooey chocolate brownie? A long soak in the bath with a handful of 
sea salts and a few drops of essential oil? Standing under a hot shower 
and forgetting about the time? A run in the rain? Curling up on the 
couch with a book and a cup of coffee? Walking along the beach in    
solitude? A hike up a hill with friends? Hiding under the duvet and    
having a good cry? Pottering in the garden? Unfurling your yoga mat 
and doing a few stretches? Having a large glass of wine? Having a 
green smoothie? Getting lost in music? Sitting in silence and          
meditating?

Listen to your intuition and go with it.

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

MOMENT TO YOURSELF



WEEK 26

• Meditation, I am grateful for this practice I have.

• Game of thrones season 2.

• I’m en-route to strawberry picking!

• Picking up strawberries from our pot plants…it is lovely to have something homegrown  and they are delish!

• Watching Padgate walking day – I was at work but still enjoyed the parade.

• Snuggles with my daughter. I had to do 48hrs long shift so I missed my little angel, when I returned home it 
was the best thing ever, snuggles and cuddles.

• Eating the first strawberry from the garden - really juicy and sweet!

• A delicious duck meal.

• Finding an old holiday schedule, jam packed with activities it was completely unrealistic, we fell about      
laughing!

• A neighbour helping me carry my shopping home. Note to self, 8 pints of milk are heavier in carrier bags than 
the shops basket!

• Catching up with my photography course.

• A lazy Sunday.

• Making a robot with my little boy for his school project – had lights and moveable arms which he was so      
excited about!



• God-parents coming round for the day which was spent eating,      
relaxing and catching up.

• Daughter’s first family BBQ at work where we all went and played 
football and ate too much. Made me laugh when someone came over 
and started talking to my son and said that I needed no introduction 
as I look just like my daughter!

“Be in love with your life. 
Every minute of it.” 

- Jack Kerouac



Within our society, everything has become fast paced. We have         
become use to whizzing around and getting everything instantaneously, 
meaning sometimes we can forget to stop and notice those around us.

Slow down a little and observe. Could someone use a helping hand? 
Could you brighten somebody's day?

• Maybe let a harassed Mum who is juggling kids, in front of you in 
a queue. 

• Buy a homeless person a sandwich.

• Send a note to someone you care about, we often forget to tell     
people how much they mean to us.

• If a shop worker has been extremely helpful, praise them to their 
manager.

• Surprise your colleagues and take some treats into work.

• Pay someone a compliment.

• Finished your magazine or book? Leave it on the train or bus for 
someone else to enjoy.

• Make your other half or the kids breakfast in bed.

Kindness is contagious, doing something good will make you happy, the 
recipient will be happy and in turn they may go on to do something 
nice for someone else. 

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

RANDOM ACT OF KINDNESS



CHAPTER 7

July



WEEK 27

• A lovely meal out, good food, conversation and plenty of laughter.

• Being in a different town and spotting the same plant to one that has appeared in my garden, it brings a smile 
to my face but I don’t know what it is - I’m intrigued!

• A massive big bowl of strawberries collected from the garden.

• Picking up more strawberries from our pot plants and making a delicious smoothie, also the cherry tree gave 
us some nice fruit and we enjoyed eating them.

• Enjoying the summer weather with my daughter who loved splashing water at me from her paddling pool.

• 5K run this morning. I have joined a local running club and I have to say that people there are amazing! They 
wait for you when you are out of breath and motivate you. I will defo go back!

• Helping my daughter move house, it’s so exciting watching this new chapter of her life. Plus the move was  
ccompanied by a pre-move BBQ, a post-move meal, champagne and cocktails. Celebrations are always a good 
source of happiness! 

• Standing in the back doorway watching a thunderstorm. The growl of thunder, flashes of light, feeling the beat 
of rain drops and the damp, musky smell of the earth.

• Lazy Sunday brunch in bed, with the Sunday paper.

• Leisurely morning walks with my little pooch this week have been bliss, meditation in itself!

• Generally felt brighter and got my spark back.



• Last minute invite to a barbie on Saturday!

• Eating a crème egg.

• Cuddles with my little boy.

• An impromptu shopping trip.

“I always find beauty in things that are 
odd or imperfect, they are much more   
interesting.” 

- Marc Jacobs



Do you find it hard to get motivated?

Something small that will fire off your happiness hormones, like        
exercise or writing? 

When you're not in the mood, 'just do it' for 10 minutes. Chances are 
you'll soon get into the swing of things. 

Head out for walk or step on your yoga mat and do a few asanas. 

Need to write a letter, start planning a project or want to get scribbling 
in your journal? Simply put pen to paper and get writing. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

JUST DO IT



WEEK 28

• Going to a local art exhibition.

• Seeing poppies everywhere.

• The tennis.

• Picking up raspberries from our garden. I am so pleased that we have got so many of them this year and    
seeing my daughter being able to pick them up and eat them is just great!!

• Getting into NLP and setting my goals for the future.

• Looking forward to seeing my brother who is coming next week to stay with us for summer holidays.

• This week I made in roads with my final yoga teacher training essay!

• Completed 108 sun salutation challenge.

• Went to my friends for a superb 80’s night!

• Winning £6.32 on the lottery, I’ve never won on the lottery before (not that I do it that often!).

• Lunch out in the sunshine.

• Successful audit that I helped to manage.

• Indulging in my creative side.

• New books.

• A walk along the canal and seeing the cutest little ducklings.



“Victory is sweetest, when you have 
known defeat.” 

- Malcolm S. Forbes



Step outside or sit on a comfy chair by the window, look up and watch 
an ever changing scene unfold. No cloud is ever the same; wispy,      
voluptuous, grey and broody, white and bright, rolling, drifting, shape 
shifting. They are wonderful to behold, connect us to nature and bring 
a sense of serenity. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

TAKE TIME TO LOOK UPWARDS



WEEK 29

• Just the one biggie for me this week as you know. My yoga teacher training is complete!

• Buying a lovely bunch of sunflowers.

• Selling my daughters old toys and clothes, and making money for new things that she needs.

• My brother arrived from Poland and he is staying with us until September working hard as an IT assistant.

• Booking a mini break to LegoLand Windsor.

• A latte with a friend by a little lake in the sunshine, peaceful!

• Completing 3 hours of exercise classes for the 24 hour exercise challenge that the Pilates studio held. I        
completed 24 hours last time but other commitments meant I could only participate some of this charity event 
– good fun, hard work but plenty of laughs!

• Late on a Sunday night, when the world went quiet - it was broken by the “twit twoo” of an owl. We sat on the 
bed listening with joy as it happens so rarely.

• Finding tarantella music on Spotify.

• Seeing my OH again after a 4 day absence.

• Being a stationary buff, I’m so happy to have a new diary. Pristine crisp papers, yay! And excited that it is an 
18 month one, so it will eventually contain the adventures of my 6 week trip to Italy next year.   

• Giving myself some much needed chill out time, curling up on the sofa and watching movies.

• Buying our first piece of original art. The memory of the piece stayed with us after a visit to a local exhibition, 
we were so pleased that it was still there a few days later waiting for us.



“Never regret. If it’s good, it’s wonderful. 
If it’s bad, it’s experience.” 

- Victoria Holt



Most of us have a bad impression of poetry. It is usually formed in high 
school when we are presented with classics that we simply just don't 
get. It's in this moment that we can turn our back on this art form. 

In most instances poems are quick to read and give you a little pause 
in the day to transport you to another place, connect you to an emotion 
or help unlock your innate creativity. 

Poetry can...

be a healer,

be fun, 

give you insight and show you the world in a different light.

A great starter poem is Autobiography by Portia Nelson >>

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

POETRY

http://www.simplybeing.org.uk/index.php/poetry/89-autobiography-in-five-short-chapters-by-portia-nelson
http://www.simplybeing.org.uk/index.php/poetry/89-autobiography-in-five-short-chapters-by-portia-nelson


WEEK 30

• One year before I head off to Italy for 6 weeks, so I have dusted off the books, have the Italian films and     
programmes lined up and Roma Radio on streaming, in an effort to try and pull my small amount of vocabulary 
from the depths of my memory.😉

• Watching my OH walk past a rose and take a moment to smell it.

• Completing my tax return. I usually do it just after April so July is late for me. It has made me so happy to get 
it off my ‘to do’ list.

• On-call being finished!

• A blissful rest day, feet up in my PJ’s all day, reading the Sunday paper and catching up with some TV.

• A beautiful rainbow.

• This week my 15 year old pooch made a massive turn around, last week we thought the end was nigh. But 
there is life in the old dog yet!

• Getting on top of sorting my house - buying storage today and actually assembling it!

• Right now, a little glass of wine feeling totally chilled, grateful and happy :-)

• A problem at work has finally been resolved, less stress for me!

• Having my brother and his girlfriend in our house, it is lovely to have someone ‘new’.

• Picking more raspberries from our plot in backyard, they are very juicy and make a fab smoothie too!!!



• Reading a good book that I struggled to put down.

• A run with a friend.

• Finding out I’m going to have another niece in December.

“When obstacles arise, you change your 
direction to your goal, you do not change 
your decision to get there.” 

- Zig Ziglar



It's the summer holidays, so join in the fun and seek out your inner 
child - go bowling, go roller skating, climb a tree, build sandcastles, see 
how high you can go on a swing, laugh whizzing down a slide, go    
blackberry picking, grab some paint and glitter.

The options are limitless, just let go and have some fun! 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

INNER CHILD



WEEK 31

• I sorted another room at the weekend and now have a yoga room!

• Candles, I love candles, can’t get enough of them. They make me feel warm and cosy and comfy.

• Trying to find the positives out of this rubbish weather - my dads grass will appreciate it!

• Winning the pub quiz with my friend and her family but actually being able to answer 2 questions that no one 
else knew the answer to!

• Catching up with a friend that I’d not seen for too many years.

• Cats curled up on my knee whilst watching my favourite series.

• The full moon.

• Playing on the x-box with my daughter.

• Finishing a final report against my expectations.

• Having a day off and just reading. Bliss!

• Picking blackberries from the garden.

• Having an indulgent bath and being buried in bubbles.



“Our days are happier when we give     
people a bit of our heart, rather than a 
piece of our mind.” 

- Unknown



Food affects our mood and can have a positive influence on our 
thoughts.

Nutritious Foods

Researchers have identified nutrients that can boost our happiness and 
decrease depressive symptoms. I won't bore you with science but the 
best happiness foods are asparagus, avocado, bananas, broccoli, 
chicken, chickpeas, eggs, grapes, kiwi, leafy greens, lentils, milk, nuts, 
oats, oily fish, papaya, parsnips, potatoes, pumpkin seeds, soybeans 
and turkey.

Comfort Foods

There are particular dishes that evoke memories of pleasure from    
celebrations, happy events and are linked to specific people in our lives 
because there is something special about meals we share with others. 
Good food and good company go hand in hand. Sharing food     
strengthens social bonds because we sit facing each other so there is 
plenty of eye contact and cooking for others brings pleasure.

Comfort food can also be relished in solitude. Curling up on the sofa 
wrapped in a blanket, with a bowl of nourishing soup. Treating yourself 
to one or two things from a farmers market or delicatessen and putting 
together a delicious simple meal. Pottering about in the kitchen with 
the radio or your favourite music whilst you take time to roll out pastry 
and make a tart with apples your neighbour gave you. Or treating   
yourself to a generous slice of cake in a cafe, whilst watching the world 
go by. 

Eating with the flow of the seasons also brings happiness - popping 
fresh green peas into a salad on a summers day or a hearty warming 
casserole on a cold winter night. As does making cooking fun and      
relaxed - simply throwing things into pots, being inventive with gluts 
and creative with whatever odds and ends you have left in the fridge at 
the end of the week.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD



CHAPTER 8

August



WEEK 32

• The smell of summer in the air.

• Hunting down a copy of esquire.

• The start of a weeks holiday.

• Catching a glimpse of a resting dragonfly.

• A beautiful sky, pink, purple and yellow. A gorgeous sight to end the day.

• Bacon and egg for breakfast, yum!

• I managed to get a few hours of sunbathing on Saturday which was just lovely, good for the soul!

• Managing to declutter the last room in the house - my sons bedroom, it was the last room where chaos        
resided!

• A lovely long weekend.

• Trying my new cake pops make, it was a great fun making them.

• Shopping in charity shops in Widnes.

• Having a time to myself and enjoying doing sudoku.

• Taking my children to Airkix which was a Christmas present. They loved the thrill of flying and going so high in 
the wind tunnel. Worth every penny and I think I may have been more excited than they were!



• Going to Legoland Windsor! It was amazing and there was something 
for everyone. My son loved it and really enjoyed the 4D cinema and 
the submarine. Made the 470 mile round trip worth it!

• Taking my niece, nephew and son to the park on their bikes in the 
glorious sunshine.

“Life is a great big canvas, throw 
all the paint on it you can.” 

- Danny Kaye



One of the best ways to help you feel healthier and happier is to buy a 
couple of plants. They brighten the place, create a relaxing ambiance, 
reduce stress levels and also purify the air.

Easy to care for plants that are also good for reducing pollutants:

Cactus

Bamboo

Aloe vera

Dracaena

Peace lily

English ivy

Money plant

Spider plant

Rubber plant

Mother-in-law's tongue (snake plant) 

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

PLANT POWER



WEEK 33

• A great day in Hoylake and walking across to Hilbre Island. Then finding a real ale named after it in Liverpool 
later in the week.

• Unexpectedly getting the car washed and valeted. It was SO shiny!

• Spending a few hours at the Maya expedition in Liverpool.

• I eventually got round to de-weeding my back yard this weekend which I have completely neglected for a 
time!

• I am reading a book without being distracted, haven’t read a book for pleasure from front to back for eons.

• I have a week off this week! Bliss. 

• Walking to a nearby lake and sunbathing whilst reading a book, the best way to chill out!

• A weeks holiday that contained laughter, laughter and more laughter. Good for the soul!

• A day of culture followed by a cheeky prosecco (well 4) at San Carlo’s in Liverpool.

• Catching up with great British Bake Off. I LOVE it, it always inspires me to bake more.

• Enjoying the sunshine, paddling pool and making pineapple sorbet.

• A lovely trip to Blackpool - watching the sunset while eating nice fish and chips at the beach.

• After a long day in London for work, first class on the way back and a pretty sky to look at too!

• A run in Castleton where a rainbow appeared.

• Trying a new exercise class Barre Toned.



“What we see depends mainly on what we 
are looking for.” 

- Sir John Lubbock



A key component for happiness is a healthy self-esteem. ‘Esteem’ 
comes from a Latin word that means ‘to estimate’. Self-esteem is how 
you regard yourself. 

When we feel good about ourselves, we feel good about life in general. 
 

10 Tips to build self-esteem:

• Spend time around positive and supportive people. We are affected 
by what is around us, the more time we spend surrounded by those 
who energise us, the better we feel.

• Practice positive affirmations, acknowledge your positive qualities and 
things you are good at.

• Take control of your thoughts. Identify and challenge negative beliefs, 
journaling is good for this or seek professional help from a counsellor. 

• As we covered in ‘Setting Boundaries’, learn to say "No" to things you 
don't want to do. And if it is something you feel strongly about don't fall 
into the trap of compromising, you are still being made to do something 
you don't want to, which will cause resentment. 

• Do things that you enjoy such as hobbies. Or try new things, what are 
you naturally good at or what have you always wanted to try?

• Make sure you take time each day to relax or practice                  
self-care, people who don't do these things have lower self-esteem than 
those who do.

• Eat well, it will make you feel nourished, healthier and happier.

• Look after your physical health, doing exercise will improve your 
sense of wellbeing and improve your mood.

• Set yourself a challenge, working towards it will make you feel more 
positive and you'll feel good about yourself when you've achieved it.

• Accept compliments. 

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

SELF-ESTEEM



WEEK 34

• Seeing the expanse of beach and sea again.

• Reading my archeology magazines.

• Eating a massive plate of strawberries.

• I have had a brilliant staycation!

• Lots of eating out with friends.

• Some exercise thank god and a funny camping weekend away!

• Being healthy and being able to work long hours, to look after my family and to go on days out too. A very 
busy time for me but I am not complaining, my health is good and I am grateful that I am able to do so much 
even though I don’t really have time to myself.

• Working on invitations for my daughters second birthday party. It is Dora the Explorer theme because 
she LOVES her.

• Organising a surprise birthday party for my brother and baking a cake for him.

• My son went into the shower and then after a few minutes he opened up the door and shouted, ”Thank-you 
for getting me the blue shower gel!” I know it’s not much but it really made me smile and showed he          
appreciates the little things I do for him.

• Ice skating with my family for my son’s birthday – was a bit like Bambi on ice for some of them at first but we 
managed to all go round together in the end!



• My son reading his favourite book to me, so proud that he can do it 
himself.

• Sunbathing in the garden.

• Having time to do lots of reading.

• A friend coming around and us having a good old chinwag. The time 
just disappeared!

“Meet this transient world with neither 
grasping nor fear. Trust the unfolding of 
life, and you will attain true serenity.” 

- Bhagavad Gita



Journaling has been proven to help improve health and wellbeing.    
Writing freehand for ten minutes each day can help give us insight to 
our behaviours and mood plus helps with decision making as the act of 
writing by hand allows us to process our thoughts as we put pen to 
paper. 

In addition to writing we can draw, doodle or stick in photographs,    
activities that will kindle our creatively. 

You can sign up for (almost) weekly prompts here >>

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

JOURNALING 

http://www.michelleherron.com/notes.php
http://www.michelleherron.com/notes.php


WEEK 35

• Making a thank-you hamper full of polish delicatessen and having fun making notes to describe the items in the 
basket.

• Getting bargains at the car boot sale.

• Watching the full moon - clear sky - warm evening and pint of cider in my hand.

• Beautiful sunflowers, bought by a friend who came round for a much needed catch up.

• Friends round for an evening of food, laughs and a Disney movie (bearing in mind that I’m the youngest at 
35!).

• Having a lazy day but ending up being very productive. 

• A pizza party tea for my dad!

• Had a nice get together with friends over the weekend.

• A lovely chill.

• An interesting museum visit.

• A good sunny day on the beach.

• Watching Italian TV.

• Spending two days at my daughters house. Lots of catching up was done over good food and nice wine.

• Finding a delicious Indian that serves homemade food.

• A day of watching classic movies.



“We often take for granted the very things 
that most deserve our gratitude.” 

- Cynthia Ozick



September is my favourite month. The beautiful light, a freshness in 
the air and the promise of new beginnings. That ‘back to school’ feeling 
makes me want to run out and stock up on new stationary and start 
new projects. 

And I’m not the only one, post holidays everyone always seems to be 
refreshed and fired up. Holidays give us space away from the routine of 
life and helps us assess where we are and where we are going.

Relationships come under the spotlight, tensions may mean the end of 
the road or a signal that things need to change. Alternatively things 
could be idyllic and there is a desire to move things to the next level.

Being away from work can bring the realisation you find it unbearable 
and want to make a move. Recruitment is at its highest in September, 
not just with the flock of graduates and school leavers but job hoppers 
too.

On the other hand distance can bring things into focus, work may be 
temporarily tough/ boring/ driving you insane but ultimately you may 
realise that love your job so want to change the bad bits and improve 
the good. 

Planning sabbaticals, embarking on night classes, filling free time once 
the kids go off to school/ leave for uni - September is full of opportunity 
for change.

Are you planning any changes? If so how will go about it - Do you jump 
right in? Are you a planner? Or somewhere between the two - grabbing          
opportunities when the present themselves, yet planning bigger goals? 

Enjoy that back to school feeling!

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

THAT ‘BACK TO SCHOOL’ FEELING



CHAPTER 9

September



WEEK 36

• I am grateful for September, it has given me a renewed focus this week which I love.

• Today I am booking a holiday for next year with my only other single friend.

• I am 6 days into dry September.

• Seeing my OH again after 2 weeks apart.

• The lone sunflower in the garden opening up. It is so pretty, a burst of colour that makes me smile.

• Delicious tiny in season apples.

• Home grown carrots for dinner – they may have been small but they were tasty and my little boy was excited 
to know that we’d grown them!

• Completing an exercise program for a week (the one week shred) and feeling/seeing a difference.

• Repotting plant plugs that I’d bought – my conservatory now looks more like a green house!

• Having a bounce on a trampoline. I haven’t laughed like that for ages and it is a good exercise too. 

• Trip to Llangollen. Even though I was supporting gents from the house I work in I had a lovely time and the 
weather stayed nice too.

• Walk in the rain. My 2 year old daughter has decided that she likes rain so we went out with our umbrellas and 
went for a walk to the post office. She did well carrying her little umbrella.



• My OH bringing me some Belgian chocolates home after a 2 week 
trip. I love them so! And they always make me nostalgic because 
they were the first gift he ever gave me before we started courting.

• And of course my OH being back home. So lovely to snuggle up        
together and laugh until tears are virtually streaming down our faces.

• Having a LONG soak in the bath with a mix of my favourite essential 
oils - jasmine, sandalwood, rose and neroli. Extravagant but very 
much needed and appreciated!  

“Remember this, that very  
little is needed to make a 
happy life.” 

- Aurelis



Typically there are 8 key life areas that people review when they want 
to make changes:

• Personal what have you always wanted to do? Where do you want to 
live? What are your secret ambitions? What magical moments do you 
want to achieve? When do you feel most happy and alive? What are 
your skills/strengths? What are your passions?

• Altruistic what would you change in the world if you could? Charitable 
work, giving back, helping others.

• Relationships; romantic, family, friends, work colleagues.

• Health and Wellbeing; fitness, health, nutrition.

• Recreation, hobbies, travel.

• Values/ Spiritual Beliefs.

• Career/ Education.

• Financial.

Pronouncing you want to climb Mount Everest within the next few years 
will not take you straight to Maslow’s Pyramid of Self-actualisation. You 
need to make your goals achievable and personal to you, not simply 
dramatic statements that look good on paper.

Choose goals that inspire you and will enhance your life. And remember 
small goals are not insignificant, do you want to finish that collage of 
photographs that symbolises all the special moments and people in 
your life?

Do you want to learn a new language, get a new job, find romance?  
Do something small each day that will take you a step closer to    
achieving it.

HOW TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS

STEP 1 – Write all your goals down and prioritise which ones you would 
like to achieve first.

If there is a long term goal on your list that seems overwhelming when 
you set out to achieve it, make it your only goal to focus on so that you 
can give it all your energy. Plus break it into smaller steps. Particularly 
if you are undergoing a lifestyle change, it can take up to six weeks to 
adjust to a new routine and turn it into a habit, so change one thing at 
a time.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

GOAL SETTING



STEP 2 – Make a vision board

The brain becomes more focussed and stimulated by the written 
word and images.  Find pictures and quotations that represent your 
goals, be creative use lots of colour and have fun making your visual 
planner.  Once complete put your vision board in a place you will see 
it every day, the images tap into the subconscious mind and       
naturally reinforce your determination to achieve your goals.         
Pinterest is a great medium and you can keep your boards secret if 
you want to.

STEP 3 – Affirm your Goals

Affirmations help replace negative subconscious limiting beliefs.  So 
if your goal is weight loss, banish the phrase ‘I want to lose weight’ 
as it reinforces the image of being overweight, thus leading to      
feelings of being miserable and unmotivated.  Instead each time you   
exercise or make a good food choice, smile to yourself and say ‘I am 
becoming healthier’. There are lots of affirmations on the internet 
which can be a useful template, however put them into your own 
words to make it personal to you.

STEP 4 – Share your vision

Speak to people that inspire you, ask them to share tips on how they 
achieved their goals.  Join a club: Want to read more classics? Join a 
book club, Want to sing? Join a choir.  You can even start your own 
club - by putting your idea ‘out there’ you may find that others have 
a shared goal.

Remember you don’t need to plan every minor detail of your life, be 
adaptable and let fate play its role. Some life experiences are borne 
from a desire which fate conspires to make happen, whilst others  
happen because we put steps in place



WEEK 37

• First autumn colours.

• Seeing my first Robin of the year.

• A crisis was averted.

• Completing a physically and mentally challenging Tough Mudder. The support and team work was amazing 
from everyone. An experience I’m not likely to forget!

• A relaxing full body massage to ease my aching limbs – bliss!

• Standing up for myself in a couple of difficult situations.

• Delivering a writing workshop at a hidden away oasis that provides horticultural therapy >> it was so zen and I 
had a great day.

• I am so grateful that our blackberry bush is still giving us an abundance of berries.

• Watching the leaves start slowing turning from green to orange.

http://www.grozone.org.uk
http://www.grozone.org.uk


“The hardest thing in life is to know which 
bridge to cross and which to burn.” 

- David Russell



Often we get our cameras out to record celebrations and holidays but 
not so much for the everyday moments in life. Over the course of a 
day, simply take 6-8 photographs as your day unfolds. Maybe take 
them on the hour?

Don't worry about taking the perfect photo, simply capture 
the shot. Ideas to get you going; daily routines, your commute, cosy 
moments of stillness, walking through your neighbourhood, family 
time. 

Capturing everyday moments helps us see our world with new eyes and 
discover what is important to us.

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

CAPTURING EVERYDAY MOMENTS



WEEK 38

• I picked my skin care up last week and got a lovely free gift and postcard which is now in my kitchen!

• Support from my friends and family has been wonderful.

• I have wonderful memories.

• My daughter passing her theory driving test.

• My conservatory becoming more like a greenhouse again!

• Singing along to the radio and my youngest getting the words wrong, hilarious!

• A night out with a friend I haven’t seen for a year.

• A delicious roast dinner - the BEST I’ve ever had!

• Finding a deli, filled with delicious goodies. We picked up some bread, cheese, wine and homemade cakes, 
YUM!

• Drinks and games night, with my daughter and her housemates.

• First crumble of the year, made with homegrown apples and blackberries, delicious!

• Having a lie-in. A definite simple pleasure!



“Gratitude unlocks the fullness of life.” 

- Melody Beattie



Visiting heritage sites is good for health and wellbeing, the impact on 
our happiness being higher than taking part in sports or looking at art. 
They give us glimpses into the past conjuring up feelings of magic and 
mystery that connects us to our ancestors. Plus provide an environment 
to explore and focus for walks. 

Take a trip to...

• A historic building

• A historic town or city 

• An archaeological site

• Industrial sites - mills, potteries, bridges, canals, railways, docks

• Places of worship - city cathedral or a simple stroll around your local 
parish church

The National Trust is a good starting point for ideas >>

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

MAGIC AND MYSTERY 

http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk


WEEK 39

• Having a lie in when my parents were over and looked after my child. I can’t remember when I last had lie in  
think it must have been when I was pregnant.

• Finishing off my daughters birthday cake - well - yes - my diet got busted again!

• Planting some pot plants in front yard, it makes our garden inviting and colourful.

• Going for a walk in the sunshine with the children and conker picking! Had great fun finding the little treasures 
and throwing sticks in the trees to bring more down.

• Baking flapjacks and then eating some whilst still warm.

• Quality time with the children – watching my youngest score his first goal in his first league match and then  
going to the cinema with my eldest and crying our eyes out to ‘Miss You Already’ but we both really enjoyed 
the film.

• Dry September means I was up with larks and washed all my windows on Sunday. Honestly can’t remember 
the last time they got done :-/

• Finalised plans for my sons 21st this weekend too.

• Wine to look forward to this weekend.

• The gorgeous warm weather.

• That Saturday feeling of being able to go back to bed.

• Lunar eclipse.



• A day trip to London, it was for work but I love the vibrancy of being 
in the city even though I couldn’t live there.

• Finishing the first chapter of my novel - such a good feeling!

• Resuming the knitting of my scarf, although enjoyable I am so slow   
- it may not be finished until next winter, haha.

“Some of the greater things in life are    
unseen, that’s why you close your eyes 
when you kiss, cry or dream.” 

- Unknown



Happiness can be found right on your doorstep. Often we go away for 
holidays and long weekends but don’t get to spend much time where 
we live. Explore your little corner of the world and become a tourist in 
your own town. As a starting point, think about where you would take 
friends or family if they came to visit you?

• What is the local history, are there any historical sites?

• What’s going on in the local park?

• When was the last time you visited the local museum or art gallery?

• Head towards the river, canal, lake or ocean.

• Go walking - through the woods, up a mountain or around your local 
market. You could even follow a local cycle trail.

• Go seasonal fruit picking.

• Pack a picnic or eat out at a different restaurant than usual. 

• Ride on a tour bus, you’ll probably see things you hadn’t noticed    
before and find out fun facts too!

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

BE A TOURIST IN YOUR OWN TOWN



CHAPTER 10

October



WEEK 40

• A delicious homemade shepherds pie.

• Uplifting unseasonal weather.

• An end of week glass of red wine.

• Well I had a lovely weekend with my friends and family celebrating my sons 21st. I have been a mum longer 
than I have been me!

• My son doesn’t like attention but it was great to see him made a fuss of.

• Birthday cake.

• My friend and her son sleeping over, lots of laughter and very little sleep but worth it!

• A lovely bunch of flowers from friends.

• A lunchtime run in the sun.

• Putting my child’s name down for the nursery for 2016. It seems like a long time before she starts it but it will 
fly by so quickly.

• Lovely long walk on the crispy evening with sunset watching and ducks feeding.

• Getting back to taking photos for my 365 project and catching up with it.



• Spending the weekend with my daughter, duvet days and             
movies. Just the rest we both needed.

• Cooking hearty autumnal food; potato and leek soup, shepherds pie 
and lamb casserole.

• Getting really good critiques for the first part of my novel, phew!

“Until you get comfortable being alone, 
you’ll never know if you’re choosing  
someone out of love or loneliness.” 

- Mandy Hale



In our modern age it can be easy to lose touch with the earth's 
rhythms, however when we are in sync with the seasons we naturally 
become happier as we harness energy shifts. 

Here in the northern hemisphere, autumn is when we are shifting      
towards the darker side of the year and should start thinking about    
balance, grounding and regeneration. 

Summer makes us cheerful and full of energy. We are out and about, 
plus we can have numerous projects on the go. If we continue this as 
we move into autumn we can end up exhausted, ill, burnt out and     
uninspired because we naturally have less energy. 

It is time to slow down the pace. We should try to reduce our social   
engagements, decrease our digital demands and cut back working in 
the evenings. We should make time for sleep, rest and renewal by    

getting into a routine of going to bed and waking up at similar times 
each day. 

The lack of sunshine reduces our happy hormones that can cause    
cravings for stodgy carbs such as bread, pasta and potatoes. Try not to 
overindulge, instead opt for seasonal fruit and vegetables; apples, figs, 
leafy greens, pears, plums and root vegetables. Plus add more lentils 
and oats to your diet. 

Autumn is the perfect opportunity to dig out casserole pots and make 
nourishing meals such as stews and soups, that are thrown together in 
minutes then left to simmer away whilst you can get on with other 
things. 

At this time of year the weather is changeable, sometimes sun and 
clear skies and other days wild and windy. Rather than using it as an 
excuse to huddle up indoors, wrap up in a chunky scarf, get out your 
hat and gloves and head outside. Be invigorated by the freshness,     
savour the changing colours and have fun kicking through leaves. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

EMBRACE THE SEASON



 

AUTUMN CAPTURED BY MONIKA DABROWSKA 

FOR HER 365 PROJECT 



WEEK 41

• A delicious slow cooked lamb casserole.

• Trying a pomegranate.

• Tasting a new soup - broccoli and avocado, it sounded weird but tasted delicious.

• Standing outside looking at the sky after a day of rain, beautiful and fresh, it really cleared my mind.

• My daughter surprising me and coming home again for the weekend.

• Kicking through fallen leaves.

• Enjoying nice sunny days and jumping high on trampoline, having a laugh and fun like a kid. 

• Booking tickets to Poland to see our family in November.

• Starting my annual leave, two weeks of “me time” - time to get back to the gym and get my diet on track.

• Fixing the shower door and resealing the shower unit by myself. It wasn’t a big job in the end but I didn’t have 
a clue at first and pleased I worked it out for myself.

• My daughter at an 18th birthday house party wanting to Facetime me to say hi and all her friends chatting too.

• Watching the last episode of Nashville and Dr Foster – a night of very good TV!

• I have to be honest it’s a toughie this week. The c word is affecting more people very close to me this week. 
That said right now I have a roof over my head, food on the table and the breath that I breathe so I am indeed 
very lucky. I am very blessed by wonderful family and friends and times like these just bring us closer          
together.



“Everything that irritates us about others can 
lead us to an understanding of ourselves.” 

- Carl Jung



Nothing puts a dampener on happiness like being under the weather...

As we move further into Autumn, the changeable weather can make us 
susceptible to picking up coughs and cold, so now is the ideal time to 
begin building up your immune system. Taking echinacea for the next 6 
weeks and through Winter can help protect against colds and lessen the 
effects and length if you do happen to catch one. 

Do not take echinacea if you have an auto-immune disease such as  
multiple sclerosis or rheumatoid arthritis. 

3 Everyday Tips to Boost Your Immune System

Exercise, research shows that people who exercise (even brisk walking) 
are half as likely to catch a cold and if they do get one their symptoms 
are less severe.

Get active in the bedroom too, the body releases a surge of endorphins 
that strengthen the immune system, a good excuse to get sexy once or 
twice a week!

De-stress, chronic stress impacts the body's ability to fight infection 
and when stressed you are more likely to sleep less, stop exercising, 
eat poorly and resort to other unhealthy habits such as drinking to    
excess and smoking.

Curl up with a good book, pamper yourself, meet up with a friend, do 
yoga, spend time in nature, indulge in your hobbies. You know what 
your 'Life's Little Pleasures' are pursue them regularly.

Sleep, people who sleep less than 7 hours a night are more likely to 
have a weakened immune function due to insufficient hormone         
secretion.

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

KEEP HEALTHY



Top 10 Immune Boosting Foods

• Yoghurt, the probiotics found in yoghurt can help your immune   
system work better and improve digestion.

• Honey, has antioxidant and microbial properties.

• Almonds, help defend your immune system from stress.

• Oats, contain a type of fibre that is more potent than echinacea.

• Lemon, full of vitamin C which increases the production and        
activity of white blood cells.

• Green Tea, contains polyphenols which destroy cell damaging free 
radicals.

• Mushrooms, studies show they increase the production and activity 
of white blood cells.

• Salmon, Omega 3 fatty acids help boost your immune system.

• Garlic, contains the active ingredient allicin, which fights infection 
and bacteria.

• Chicken soup, not just an old wives tale, it helps to thin mucus.

 



WEEK 42

• This week I stayed at an ashram and have to admit it was a strange experience! So much so that I couldn’t 
wait to get back to my reality. The reality of sick people, a job, a fully functioning life that I am humbly proud 
of!

• I am so grateful for my life which I sometimes moan about but not for a long time!!!

• Walking through Delamere forest – the colours, the crisp leaves and being all wrapped up!

• New fluffy pj’s.

• My daughter telling me that she’s told a work colleague that I’ve worked really hard to allow us to live in a 
place where she loves.

• No need for alarm clock - pure bliss!

• Feeding ducks at the pond.

• No rain all week!!!! I don’t mind the clouds as long as it doesn’t rain.😉

• A lazy rest day off work, starting off with a leisurely breakfast and reading the paper.

• Fish and chips with a crisp bottle of wine.

• Watching the movie: The Fighter.



• Starting a writing course.

• Opening a bottle of limoncello that we brought back from a trip to    
Italy in February where we spent my 40th birthday.

• Enjoying the autumnal colours.

“She refused to be 
bored, chiefly because 
she wasn’t boring.” 

- Zelda Fitzgerald



Take time to unplug. Technology has really opened up our world. It 
keeps us in touch with people. Makes us feel less alone if we feel      
'different' from the 'norm'. Plus we have a wealth of information at our 
finger tips, perfect for those who partake in pub quizzes or love fun 
facts.

However, we can develop an unhealthy attachment to our devices, 
checking for messages and alerts. Plus social media can cause feelings 
of envy, dissatisfaction, loneliness and fear of missing out (FOMO).

Try unplugging for a day OR be really brave and do a whole weekend. 
Put your phone on silent and change your settings to push notifications 
for email and social media rather than getting instant notifications. This 
way you will only see things when you have chosen to look, rather than 
responding to a beep. 

Periods of stillness and quiet are grounding. They help us to reflect and 
evaluate ourselves. Just as periods of undivided attention let us fully 
enjoy the moment we are in. Whether that is being engaged in        
conversation, enjoying time on holiday, being in nature or at a concert. 

Be brave - UNPLUG :-)

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

UNPLUG



WEEK 43

• My son drawing a smiley face on my mirror in condensation. The next day after my shower I was greeted with 
a big smile from him even though he wasn’t there.

• Laughing, crying and chatting to my friend on the phone.

• Walking through my garden, looking at all the different changes that the season is bringing and feeling like I’m 
a million miles away from everything else.

• I brushed leaves until there were no leaves to brush. It will be a different picture today but it was so         
therapeutic!

• Washed mums car for her.

• And spent the weekend with my niece. The stuff money can’t buy!

• Seeing a fox crossing the road against the background of autumn colours. A truly autumnal animal.

• Going to the cinema to watch Sicario. A film that unfolded slowly and had a twist at the end.

• A tiny sunflower opening, a little miracle in October!

• After a busy day, popping open a Peroni and diving into a bowl of popcorn.

• Having a moment of me-time in a city centre cafe with a large hot chocolate topped with a swirl of whipped 
cream - perfect autumnal drink!

• A moment of serenity in the garden on a Sunday morning, the world quiet and still, not even a leaf moved.



“Everything has its beauty 
but not everyone sees it.” 

- Confucius 



Whether you are single or coupled up, you should take yourself on  
regular dates. It can be for an hour, a day, an evening or even for the 
whole weekend. All that matters is that the time is only about you and 
making yourself happy. 

Enjoy a decadent hour in a coffee house with your favourite drink and a 
slice of the naughtiest looking cake. 

Maybe go to the cinema on a rainy afternoon. A whole tub of popcorn 
to yourself, yay! Or you can enjoy a hot dog without caring if you     
splatter yourself with ketchup. 

Take yourself to a nice little bistro and treat yourself to a long lunch 
with a glass of wine. If you think you'll feel self-conscious take a    
magazine or book.

Wander round an art gallery or museum. Go at your own pace, linger 
over things you love, skip past those you don't. 

Treat yourself to a weekend away. Lie-in, swim in the pool, have a   
massage, laze about on the king sized bed reading and cat napping. If 
this is a little too pricey, create the experience at home - SWITCH 
OFF your phone and IGNORE any chores.

Wine and dine. Pour yourself a glass of wine and cook a delicious meal 
for one. Savour every mouthful (wine and food).

Does all this sound self-indulgent? Making yourself feel loved and      
nurtured is an empowering act that will raise your self-esteem and   
happiness levels :-)

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

TAKE YOURSELF ON A DATE



WEEK 44

• My OH helping me get some things out of the car, after a long tiring Friday - it’s the little things!

• A full body massage.

• Planning a few days off to relax at home in the run up to Christmas.

• Hearing the sound of cars splashing in the rain.

• My daughter starting a secondment and managing a little team. I’m so proud. Only 23, she wanted something 
and went for it.

• Oven cooked jacket potatoes, with butter and little bit of salt and pepper, Mmmmm.

• Playing with leaves in the park - lots of fun with my little one.

• A nice cup of earl grey tea, been ages since I last drank it.

• Making Halloween decorations and carving pumpkins. 

• Making plans to have my niece and nephew over for a couple of days over Christmas. Aged 4 and 5, with my 
two, I think it’s going to be crazy and loud but a fun couple of sleepless nights. 

• A lie in until 10am – I can’t remember the last time I was able to sleep in that long. Then the rest of the day 
was relaxing and peaceful.

• A drive to Matlock to see family friends and then on the way back stopping in Macclesfield to see my friend and 
her son. A long day but great to catch up and see people who are special to me, just what I needed.



• I had a great positive week, mainly down to exercise, it really does 
stimulate the brain. I started most days with an early morning (6am) 
HIIT session. Whilst its really tough to get up at the hour, once its 
done I feel fantastic for the rest of the day/week!

• Also had a great weekend with friends and family celebrating         
Halloween with nice food and wine!

• Looking forward to Christmas too!

“If you find a path with no obstacles, it 
probably doesn’t lead anywhere.” 

- Frank A. Clark



Is there something that you want to do that you keep putting on hold?

STOP PROCRASTINATING - waiting for summer, the kids to leave 
home, retirement, when work gets less busy or until you can get more 
sleep. All different ways of saying - “when I have more time”. If you 
want to do something you have to actively make the time. 

"You will never find time for anything. If you want time you must 
make it." - Charles Buxton

Maybe you will have to make sacrifices - give up your soap operas and 
box sets to study or cut down on commitments that aren't actually 
that important to you.

If you have numerous interests maybe you will have to forgo        
something in order to focus on what you are really passionate about. 

Maybe to fund that dream trip, you may have to give up your daily    
coffee, Friday 'wine down' and downgrade your TV package. A good   
exchange if you really want to go backpacking around Asia, watch   
magnificent sunsets and drink the local tipple. 

A friend once told me a frequent phrase of her Grandma's, "We can 
have anything we want but not everything we want." Wise words that 
have stuck with me over the years. 

So let go of the things that are holding you back. Seize the day and 
start making small steps towards doing the things you really want to 
and that will bring you happiness. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

SEIZE THE DAY



CHAPTER 11

November



WEEK 45

• Going to HOME in Manchester and watching the Italian film Black Souls. A great character led film, rather than 
the usual gangster movies featuring lots of gunfire. A great twist at the end too.

• Lying in bed and watching the gorgeous trees fluttering in the wind.

• A delicious chicken casserole with polenta.

• Safe plane trip to and back from Poland. We were very lucky as we left just before the fog covered UK and took 
off before a huge storm hit Poland. I am not scared of flying but I find it very stressful and now having a baby it 
hasn’t changed a bit.

• Being spoilt rotten by our family.

• Early morning in my parents house and a fab view from their window – a young deer walking in the garden  
looking for apples…wow!!!

• Acupuncture – even better that it was free due to a new benefit at work.

• My little boy randomly singing “I love you, you love me. We’re a happy family. With a great big hug and a kiss 
from me to you, won’t you say you love me too?” and then we shout to see who can say “I love you!” the    
loudest or fastest. We often sing this song but this time he sang it unexpectedly and just what I needed to hear.

• Finishing reading a book that I’ve been trying to read for years.

• Meeting up with my daughter for a quick drink and bite to eat, the pub had raspberry beer which I love.

• Being mesmerised by the flames of the local traditional bonfire.

• People watching at Oxford train station, it’s one of my favourite ways to wile away time.



“Contemplation often makes life miserable. 
We should act more, think less and stop 
watching ourselves live.” 

- Chamfort



A smile costs nothing yet is priceless. 

A smile increases likability, connecting us to others. 

A smile is contagious, causing a ripple effect of happiness. 

A smile takes little effort, yet can turn someones day around.

A smile reduces stress inducing hormones and increases mood           
enhancing ones.

Reading about smiling can make you break out into a grin. So hopefully 
after my repeated use of the word there is a little hint of one on your 
face already.

Even a forced smile can decrease stress and make you happier, so turn 
that frown upside down :-)

"If in our daily life we can smile, if we can be peaceful and happy, not 
only we, but everyone will profit from it. This is the most basic kind of 
peace work." - Thich Nhat Hanh 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

SMILE



WEEK 46

• My OH staying up after 10pm, hahaha!

• Despite bad weather and rush hour - getting to Manchester safely and on time in an unfamiliar car.

• Enjoying a perfectly cooked duck egg. 

• Being fascinated by a dark and brooding sky on my way to get the Sunday paper...then the rain came tumbling 
down.

• Being gifted a jar of homemade plum jam. Delicious on hot buttered toast with a black strong coffee, in bed :-)

• Snuggling under two duvets, watching TV and painting my nails for the first time in ages.

• Catching up with different friends all weekend.

• A productive week at work.

• A simple compliment.

• Solid 10 hours long sleep this weekend, mainly because I went to bed at 9pm but I got up so refreshed and  
energised.

• Finishing up xmas shopping for my little princess.

• Baking cinnamon pumpkin muffins, oohhh, so delicious.

• 3 happy things is hard after that awful time in Paris. Lucky to be blessed I guess!



“Success is to be measured not so much 
by the position that one has reached in 
life but by the obstacles which he has 
overcome.” 

- Booker T. Washington 



The ebb and flow of happiness is impacted by our expectations of life, 
so unrealistic notions can lead to disappointment. 

Have you ever been in a relationship and thought the person would 
change? Or always get frustrated by the lateness of a friend?

When we are realistic about peoples ‘flaws’ and accept people for who 
they are, our relationships can become more harmonious. 

Are you the type of person that sets the bar high when setting goals, 
then things never go to plan? 

It’s not many people that write an international bestseller or become an 
X-factor winner. When goal setting be realistic and go into situations 
with an open mind. 

A London study, concluded - Happiness depends not on how well things 
are going but whether things are going better or worse than expected. 

So be less of a perfectionist and adjust your expectations. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

ADJUST YOUR EXPECTATIONS



WEEK 47

• Watching Xmas ads on You Tube. My daughter's favourite is the Mogs Xmas calamity :-)

• Looking through my daughter's old photos and telling her all about when she was in my belly. Not sure if she 
understood what I was saying being just two years old but her face expression was priceless :-)

• Organising a stall at Xmas market for my Mum when she will be able to sell her crochet stars, angels and other 
xmas decorations.

• Robins.

• Blue skies.

• The smugness that my Christmas shopping is done when I attempted the shops on Saturday!

• My daughter being excited about the birthday presents she had bought me with the money she has earned   
herself. The teapot tea strainer and herbal teas were lovely too :-)

• The new Adele album!

• Being bought a McDonald's breakfast by a colleague as a surprise.

• A work course being better than I expected.

• My OH Face-timing me, was such a lovely surprise!

• The relief of my OH reaching a destination safely.

• Picking up knitting my scarf again - I hope I get it finished before the first snowflake hits but I doubt it, haha.



• A surprise piece of good news.

• Watching the transition from pops of autumn colour to the trees being 
naked. I'm kinda liking the dark cosy nights.

“Make it a rule in life never to regret and 
never look back. Regret is an appalling 
waste of energy, you can’t build on it, it’s 
only good for wallowing in.” 

- Katherine Mansfield



Sing wherever and whenever you can. In the shower, when writing a 
shopping list or performing a task. When my daughter was little and 
was struggling to get up, I use to sing “Good Morning” and do a little 
dance. It always made us laugh, lightened the mood and made getting 
up easier. I still do it occasionally when she stays over, even though she 
is now an adult. 

Singing releases happiness hormones that put you in a good mood. Plus 
you automatically take in deeper breaths which exercises the lungs and 
increases the intake of oxygen, making you feel uplifted.

Certain songs can bring back special memories or they can be           
motivating - how does the theme tune from Rocky “Gonna Fly Now” 
make you feel? I find it gives me an instant boost and often sing the 
tune when I’m having a mid day slump. 

Choral singing has the most dramatic effect on wellbeing. Being part of 
a group these singers will be concentrating more on technique,       
therefore it is harder to have worrying thoughts whilst practicing. Plus 
there is the social aspect of belonging which raises self-esteem. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

SING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0j3-tmQLjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0j3-tmQLjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHQdpnYFl7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHQdpnYFl7k


WEEK 48

• Making an advent calendar for my little girl, can't wait to see her face when she opens her mini gifts every day 
till xmas :-)

• Getting my Mum's crochet angels ready for the Xmas market hoping they will sell out quickly.

• Treating myself to Xmas cookie herbal tea at the Village Xmas market today. Lovely local product which I can't 
wait to brew on Xmas day.

• Feeling like I'm on top of the Christmas present buying this year.

• Doing well on the pub quiz (but still not good enough to get a place) but then also winning the chance to play 
‘play your cards right’. Although we didn't win that either, it really gave us an exciting 5 minutes lol!

• Counting down until we go to Lapland, the excitement is building already :-)

• I got a bargain yesterday which made me happy. I don't go near the shops on Black Friday as I can't think of 
anything worse so waited until yesterday and got an unexpected bargain which was great!

• Lovely Greek food on Saturday.

• An impromptu gathering with the girls on Friday all made for an eventful week!

• My other half surprising me with some delicious baked goods and a pot of tea.

• A leisurely Saturday breakfast whilst catching up with Homeland.

• Finding that our orchid has blossomed again.



• Meeting my best friend from uni for lunch. We only manage to get  
together around once a year. So we talked, talked and talked some 
more :-)

• Meeting my daughter for cocktails, it's always lovely to pop into the 
city and see her.

• My OH surprising me by getting home early and putting the heating 
on - was lovely to walk into a toasty house and be greeted with a 
kiss.

“If your actions inspire others to dream 
more, learn more, do more and become 
more, you are a leader.” 

- Unknown



Being with friends is a big source of our happiness but sometimes time 
passes quickly and before we know it we haven't had a catch up in a 
month or so. Why not pencil a games night into your diary?

Nice and casual, get everyone to bring a dish, a bottle and their        
favourite board game. Although avoid monopoly, it officially causes 
more arguments and brings out more competitiveness than any other 
game. 

If you want to keep things short and sweet so you can mix, mingle and 
have a good natter. You could set up little stations across different 
rooms, with quick games such as guess who, noughts and crosses,   
connect 4, operation or snakes and ladders.

 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

GAMES NIGHT



CHAPTER 12

December



WEEK 49

• A lamb casserole, with a nice bottle of red wine watching 'The French Connection' - a great classic film, which 
will have you laughing at the "ketchup" blood.

• A lovely Sunday soak in the bath - no rush just pure relaxation. Followed by an episode of Homeland.

• My OH making me a deliciously naughty hot chocolate topped with cream, with shortbread on the side :-)

• A delivery of various teas, they look great in the wooden tray gifted to me by my daughter. I can't wait to try 
them all.

• Finding some Alessi espresso cups massively discounted in TKMaxx - I bought 6!

• Delicious scrambled eggs on toast.

• Putting my feet up after a long day of dressing up the Xmas tree, the house and the reindeer!

• A nice earl grey cuppa with M&S posh mince pie, tasted like Asda’s own anyway!! :-)

• Being grateful that the bad weather hasn't damaged anything at our house.

• My youngest making me a heart out of beads.

• Feeling appreciated at work by the MD after a very productive meeting.

• Clean house, clean bedding and a bit of a pamper for me before a relaxing night :-)

• I have just returned from the Brussels Christmas Markets which was fab.Had a lovely time and the start of the 
celebrations now!



“Vision is the art of seeing the invisible.” 

- Jonathan Swift 



Spending can spiral out of control over Christmas leaving us feeling 
stressed about our finances. Get more joy over the festive season 
by keeping things simple.  Set yourself a budget and stick to it. Discuss 
a limit with people, there is nothing worse than spending twice as much 
on someone than they have spent on you (and vice versa), one may 
feel cheated and other may feel dreadful.

Don’t assume that your budget is greater or less than anyone else’s. 
Spending quality time relaxing with your family, who are (hopefully) 
happy and healthy - priceless!

If you get presents that aren’t really your cup of tea, return them for 
something more useful rather than leaving them to gather dust, DON'T 
feel guilty about exchanging things. Someone has spent time and their 
hard-earned money to give you a gift, taking it back to the store and 
getting something you prefer is much better than wastefulness.

Food shopping:

• Stop buying ‘traditional Christmas fare’, just buy food that you know 
you will enjoy.

• If you're having a get together ask each guest to bring a dish and a 
bottle of wine.

 

Present buying:

• Make handmade gifts such as biscuits, cakes, chocolates, chutneys 
and cakes - getting back to basics is retro. Plus it’s ideal if you have 
smaller children as they will enjoy spending time with you playing in 
the kitchen.

• Put together a photograph album of your memorable moments for 
your family or partner. In our digital age we take a snap and upload it 
but how often do we look back at these precious pictures?   

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

A MERRY CHRISTMAS



• Compile a scrap book with mementos of places you and your family 
have been - holidays, day trips, films you’ve enjoyed, pantomimes, 
shows, the list can be as endless as your imagination.

• A simple but wonderful present is to buy someone a lottery ticket, it 
could be the best Christmas you've both ever had - IF they share!

• For children make the day even more magical by devising a treasure 
hunt rather than putting all the gifts under the tree, it will extend the 
present opening plus they won’t realise they didn't have a huge 
mound of presents under the tree.

• Be creative with a tenner - buy the album, book, DVD that someone 
converted yet didn’t get round to buying.

• Buy a gift card, there are so many to choose from these days; DIY, 
pampering, books, restaurants, concerts, music.

• Pop cash in a card. This used to be thought of as a last resort but  
pennies turn into pounds, your gesture could be contributing to   
something that has been out of reach.



WEEK 50

• Finally finished knitting my scarf before the first snowflake fell, yay! I am a slow knitter and it took me AGES. 
I’m so proud that I kept going with it rather than giving up - for the sense of achievement and because it’s 
toasty!

• A new book. Bird by bird is a great read for those who are embarking on writing projects.

• Being given the opportunity to write out of a local artists studio. It will be a great to have a place to work from 
where I can mix and mingle especially in January and February when it is cold, grey and hard to get motivated 
working alone from home. 

• A beautiful pink and blue sky on a Monday morning.

• The works Christmas night out.

• OH producing my favourite ice-cream out of the freezer when I was suffering with a hangover after the      
aforementioned night out, hahaha! :-)

• 3 hours of Yin Yoga on Saturday...

• Followed by a lazy Sunday!

• Through work this week I have met a few people who have really humbled me for various reasons. I do wonder 
if they are placed on our path intentionally. Helps with perspective!

• Getting organised with xmas shopping - it is nearly all done.

• Lazy Sunday with Polar Express on TV.

http://www.hazlehurststudios.co.uk
http://www.hazlehurststudios.co.uk


• A nice glass of wine and catching up with soap on ITV player.

• My niece finally arriving! Kept us all waiting but worth all the cuddles 
:-)

• Works Christmas party - dancing until 2.30am and an impromptu 
sleep over - 3 girls in a massive bed giggling through the early hours.

• A day of visiting family and friends with lots of hugs and festive spirit 
even if I was very, very tired!

“Your heart often knows things before your 
mind does.”

- Polly Adler



Often we are guided by advice and choose logical over our intuition. It 
can be useful to hear advice but you’re the only one who lives your life 
so you need to learn to trust yourself. 

“Do not look outside yourself for the truth.” - Latin Proverb 

Intuition is shaped by the unconscious mind, it is based on past             
experiences and relayed through feelings and physical symptoms such 
as butterflies in the stomach and goosebumps.   

Consider these two questions:

How often has your gut instinct been wrong? 

How often have you ignored your gut instinct and later regretted it?

The more you trust yourself and use your intuition the more accurate it 
becomes. Meditation can help fine tune intuition because it quietens the 
mind, allowing you to listen closely to your body and experience your 
feelings more fully. 

LITTLE INSPIRATIONS - 

TRUST YOURSELF 



WEEK 51

• A bout of laughter with the OH after a misheard phrases - we were still giggling about it days later.

• A delicious duck egg for breakfast.

• The exhilaration of the Christmas holiday starting. 

• Getting a surprise parcel via snail mail from Jo and discovering it was a much coveted space hopper like the 
one I’d had when I was younger. She’d remembered my daughter had bought me a stress ball one to rekindle 
the memory. The gift completely made my day, I couldn’t stop laughing as I bounced around it.

• A festive day at one of the care homes I do massages for - they had local children in singing carols, it was so 
sweet. 

• A breathtaking sliver of moon.

• Finished work for the Christmas break.

• Had a good couple of nights out. 

• I am now ready to chill for a couple of weeks! Bliss :-)

• Finally going to Lapland to visit Santa at his house! The excitement has been building for weeks and we finally 
got to meet the big man himself as well as experience reindeer ride, husky ride, a Lappish ceremony for    
crossing the Arctic circle and playing in the snow - just magical.

• Finishing work for two weeks and planning lots of things to do with my family.

• Meeting up for a night out with the football team parents, nice to see people away from a cold football pitch 
and to get to know one another better.



“We all live under the same sky but we 
don’t all have the same horizon.” 

- Konrad Adenauer 



WEEK 52

• Putting up our Christmas decorations - later than we usually do it, it was such a fun magical evening.           
Accompanied by festive movies, a delicious meal and a bottle of fizz. 

• After taking months to finish my own scarf, following compliments from my daughter I set myself the task to 
knit her one in under 2 weeks for her Christmas Eve birthday. I achieved it, yay! And she loved it :-)

• A chilled out Christmas Day in our pyjamas - catch up TV, movies and yummy food. 

• Finishing work a few days before Christmas and having a duvet day, watching the French series Braquo. 

• Putting the Christmas tree up whilst watching Love Actually, drinking champagne and eating cheeses. 

• A delicious Christmas duck meal with dauphinoise potatoes. 

• This week has brought lots of family and friend time which is invaluable.

• I have also been able to eat, chill and be merry!

• A very precious present. 

• My daughter passing her driving test, so proud!!

• Excited faces and screams of excitement when the children were opening presents - makes it all worth while.

• Being able to spend time with family and friends - went to the Lowry light exhibition, house parties, a cousins' 
sleep over and the pub to name a few occasions where there were lots of laughs and lots of love x 



“Be so happy that when people look at 
you they become happy too.” 

- Unknown
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Yay, you made it to the end. I hope reading our captured moments has brought you a smile or two and that these scribblings have inspired you to 
chase after more happiness. Simply remember to look for it in the most ordinary of places.

Final Word
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